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I EDYCJA 

„OGÓLNOPOLSKIEGO KONKURSU WIEDZY O KRAJACH ANGLOJĘZYCZNYCH  

” MASTERS TOURNAMENT – DISCOVER CANADA 2014” 

 

                       ETAP SZKOLNY 

Czas pracy: 90 minut 

                       Liczba punktów możliwych do uzyskania: 120 

 

Imię i Nazwisko ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Szkoła: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Arkusz liczy 8 stron i zawiera 120 pytań otwartych i zamkniętych. Test został podzielony na dwie części 

leksykalno-gramatyczną i kulturową. Prosimy o zaznaczanie prawidłowych odpowiedzi na arkuszu. Test należy 

rozwiązywać samodzielnie. 

Good luck! 

I. CZĘŚĆ LEKSYKALNO-GRAMATYCZNA 

1. We have been advised to take every ................... against catching flu this winter. 

a) precaution  b) prediction  c) premeditation  d) prevention 

2. My little son is not allowed to play with his friends next door because one of them is suffering from a 

…...............disease. 

a) contagious  b) contiguous  c) touching  d) transmitting 

3. Lobster is an expensive ...................... in most restaurants. 

a) chaser b) delicacy c) flavor d) spice 

4. At many restaurants  a service .................. is included in the bill. 

a) gratuity b) tax  c) charge d) tip 

5. Having already graduated from another university , he was ….............. from the entrance examinations. 

a) deferred b) excluded  c) exempted  d) prohibited 

6. The ….. exam in March prepared pupils for  the real thing. 

a) practice b) false  c) unreal d) mock 

7. A number of gulls were ….. effortlessly above the cliffs. 

a) coasting b) floating c) gliding d) soaring 

8. The animals taken to the  slaughter house must be  killed by ..... methods. 

a) human b) humane c) humanistic  d) humble 

9. The dishonest salesman ….. the old man out of his life savings. 

a) deprived b) extracted c) robbed d) swindled 

10. The salesman sold more umbrellas during the wet spell this summer than during  the ….. spell last year. 

a) corresponding b) equaling  c) matching  d) relating 
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11. We'd better ….. the glasses in the newspaper to prevent them from being broken. 

a) tie  b) wrap c) bind  d)  fasten 

12. Sarah wasn't joking- she is ….. afraid of spiders. 

a) essentially  b) genuinely  c) positively  d) fairly 

13. These coupons are only ….. until 31st December, so make sure you use them before then. 

a) due  b) valued c)  valid d) worthy 

14. Medicines such as antibiotics  are ….. against flu, because they cannot cure it or reduce the symptoms. 

a) ineffective  b)  inefficient  c) incompetent  d)  inadequate 

15. The woman was ….. with robbery  and possessing  a dangerous weapon. 

a) blamed b) accused c) sentenced  d) charged 

16. Rain is expected in mountainous ….. of the country tonight. 

a) regions b) territories  c) divisions  d) terrains 

17. The …... of the elections have not been released  yet. 

a) outcomes   b) consequences  c) impacts  d) results 

18. The teacher ….. our attention to the fact that our exams were only two weeks away. 

a) fixed  b) drew c) paid  d) kept 

19. The best way to ….. of your old mobile phone is to take it back to the shop so that it can be recycled. 

a) dispose b) discard c) eliminate  d) reject 

20. She has to finish the ironing and all her other ….. before she can  go out with her friends. 

a) chores b) duties c) works d) exercises 

21. Opponents of censorship ….. out that television programmes are already regulated. 

a) pick  b) point c) show  d) speak 

22. Some animals cannot adapt to living in a(n) ….. environment. 

a) designed  b) manufactured c) artificial d) false 

23. It's a  beautiful old town with many narrow, ….. streets. 

a) curling b) rolling c) winding d) waving 

24. It was a  stunning resort,..... at night when there was so much to do. 

a) particularly  b) exactly c) precisely  d) distinctly 

25. In spring, unlike July , the town still has many rooms  to ….. so it's the perfect time to visit. 

a) let  b) charge c) borrow d ) rented 

26. ….. she passed her exam, she was very disappointed with her grade. 

a) Despite b) However  c) Still  d) Although 

27. London's famous black taxis are a common ….. in the streets of the city. 

a) look  b) appearance  c) sight  d)view 
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28. They could not afford a new car ….. they got another , part-time job. 

a) in spite b) no matter  c) regardless of  d) even if 

29. No matter how many splendid roles he plays in  the future, he will always be …..…………… with the one that 

made him        famous. 

a) associated  b) relating  c) connecting  d) attached 

30. She took the job as a way of ….. useful experience. 

a) grasping  b) catching  c) gaining  d) raising 

31. When we stay indoors more, we give viruses an …... to spread from person to person. 

a) chance  b) occasion  c) encouragement  d) opportunity 

32. Research ….. by biologists  from the University of Nevada  suggests that some plants enjoy global warming. 

a) given away  b) taken up  c) held on  d) carried out 

33. Most Americans know what they need to do to ward ..... illness and live longer. 

a) away  b) by  c) off  d) back 

34. The last four decades have been the hottest ….. 

a) in stock b) on the calendar c) on record  d) in evidence 

35. What is usually called 'magic' is really a trick . The quickness of the hand …... the eye. 

a) belies b) deceives  c) disguises  d) mistakes 

36. The choir stood in four rows according to their ….. heights. 

a) respectable  b)  respectful  c) respective  d) respected 

37. I met Bob ….. his bicycle along the pavement. 

a) wheeling  b) pulling  c)  turning  d) rolling 

38. Sport is a good ….. for agression. 

a) let off b) offshoot  c) outlet  d) way out 

39. Don't shop at Golden's supermarket; you have to pay through the ….. there. 

a) account b) bank c) mouth  d) nose 

40. Although he shouted ,his words were ..... in the wind. 

a) drowned b) killed  c) lost   d) stopped 

41. A: "Will you taste this milk ? It ...... have gone off." 

a) will          b) may         c) can       d) would 

42. Remember ...... the door when you leave. 

a) to lock        b) locking        c) lock          d) have locked 

43. A: "These shoes aren't at all comfortable".  B: "You shouldn't ...... them" 

a) have bought     b) bought      c) to buy     d) buying 

44. He denied ....... the money. 

a) to take      b) take       c) to have taken       d) having taken 
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45. A: "How long does it take you to write a novel?"   B: "By December I ......... on this one for 3 years" 

a) will work    b) will be working      c) will have been working   d) am going to work 

46. If I ....... her before, I would have recognised her. 

a) saw        b) have seen       c) would see      d) had seen 

47. I'd sooner ........ to university than get a job. 

a) to go        b) go          c)having gone       d) going 

48. I regret ....... you that you haven't passed. 

a) informing      b) have informed      c) inform      d) to inform 

49. Suppose you ...... the exam, what would you do? 

a) failed       b) would fail      c) had failed       d)  have failed 

50. She wishes she ....... to see that play last night. 

a) would have gone     b) had gone     c) went     d) would go 

51. If he were better off, he ..... a house of his own. 

a) buys      b) bought      c) would buy      d) will buy 

52. It's time the children .......... to bed. 

a) went       b) have gone      c) go        d) would go 

53. No sooner ....... his umbrella than it began to rain again. 

a) had he opened     b) he opened     c) has he opened     d) he had opened 

54. Tommy is very spoilt and is used ...... his own way. 

a) getting        b) get        c) to get       d) to getting 

55. My father ..... China twice. 

a) has been to      b) has gone to     c) has been in     d) has been at 

56. A: "I like casual clothes."  B: "I ......" 

a) do too        b) do       c) do so        d) do either 

57. Kelly ....... about studying science at university as she is very interested in biotechnology. 

a) thought         b) is thinking        c) thinks      d) had been thinking 

58. His uncle is a guard at ........ prison. 

a) the          b) some           c) a           d) - 

59. The faster you are, ............ work you'll get done. 

a) the most        b) more        c) much more    d) the more 

60. It was ......... heavy luggage that we couldn't carry it. 

a) so         b) much       c) such        d) such a 
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61. ....... Panama Canal divides North and South America. 

a) A             b) The           c) An           d) - 

62. She ....... she wanted to be a musician. 

a) told          b) said         c) say        d) tells 

63. ........ ridiculous question! 

a) What a      b) How       c) Such     d) So 

64. You ....... buy any sugar. There's plenty. 

a) should    b) needn't    c) mustn't    d) couldn't 

65. You ....... made such a big cake. There's lots left over. 

a) mustn't have     b) may have   c) didn't need   d) needn't have 

66. I brought her some medicine in case she ...... any. 

a) wouldn't have    b) didn't have    c) hadn't    d) doesn't have 

67. He wrote her phone number down ....... forget it. 

a) in case      b) so that       c) so as not to     d) not to 

68. John ........ questions! He is so annoying. 

a) has always been asking  b) has always asked  c) is always asking   d) asks always 

69. Steven won't phone us until he ..... some news. 

a) had         b) is having         c) will have        d) has 

70. By the time we arrive home, she ...... cooking. 

a) will have finished    b) will finish     c) is going to finish   d) will have been finishing 

Complete the second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word 

given - do not change the word. Use between two to six words. 

71. It's a pity my flat is so small. 

wish        I ................................................... flat. 

72. I expect you were pleased with your promotion. 

been       You ..................................................... pleased with your promotion. 

73. People say that actress has had plastic surgery. 

is           That actress .................................................. plastic surgery. 

74. There were very few people in the theatre last night. 

came     Hardly ..................................................... the theatre last night. 

75. I'd better start studying for the test. 

ought    I ........................................................ for the test. 
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76. I'm sure he isn't at work now. 

be          He ..................................................... now. 

77. I went on safari every month when I lived in Africa. 

would     When I lived in Africa, I ....................................................... every month. 

78. My cousins rarely go to parties. 

used       My cousins ........................................................ to parties. 

79. The hailstorm was so violent that it broke several windows. 

was     So ......................................................... that it broke several windows. 

80. The hairdresser will have to cut your hair. 

have    You'll ...................................................... cut. 

 

II. CZĘŚĆ KULTUROWA 

81. The name Canada likely comes from the Huron-Iroquois word "kanata", meaning 

a) city  b) maple leaf  c) village or settlement  d) canoe 

82. Canada is made up of 

a) ten provinces and three territories  b) nine provinces and four territories 

c) eleven provinces and two territories d) eight provinces and five territories 

83. Who was Canada’s first Prime Minister? 

a) Pierre Trudeau    b) Sir John Abbott 

c) Sir John Alexander Macdonald  d) Sir John Thompson 

84. What does the Canadian motto A MARI USQUE AD MARE mean? 

a) From land to land  b)  From land to sea  c) From sea to land  d) From sea to sea 

85. Alexander Graham Bell invented 

a) mobile phone       b) light bulb       c) phone      d) radio 

86. The design of the arms of Canada reflects the royal symbols of 

a) the United Kingdom    b) the United Kingdom and France 

c) France     d) the United Kingdom and Canada 

87. The Canadian National Anthem is 

a) "O Canada"  b) “The maple leaf”  c) “God save the queen”  d) “Canada” 

88. Who is the formal head of the Canadian state? 

a) Paul Edgar Philippe Martin   b) Stephen Harper 

c) Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II  d) Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth I 

89. Who is the current Governor General of Canada? 

a) Michaëlle Jean  b) Adrienne Clarkson  c) David Johnston  d) Edward Schreyer 
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90. What is the longest river in Canada? 

a) Saint Lawrence River b) Yukon River  c) Mackenzie River  d) Nelson River 

91. What is the most populous of Canada’s provinces? 

a) British Columbia  b) Ontario  c) Quebec  d) Manitoba 

92. What is the capital of Alberta? 

a) Calgary  b) Toronto  c) Victoria  d) Edmonton 

93. The westernmost of Canada’s provinces is 

a) British Columbia  b) Newfoundland and Labrador  c) Nova Scotia  d) Manitoba 

94.  The oldest known settlement anywhere in the Americas built by Europeans is located at L’ Anse aux  Meadows 

in 

a) Newfoundland  b) New Brunswick  c) Ontario  d) Quebec 

95. What is the largest province in Canada geographically? 

a) Alberta  b) Saskatchewan  c) Quebec  d) Ontario 

96. The Canadian prairie province is  

a) Saskatchewan  b) Ontario  c) British Columbia  d) Nova Scotia 

97. Which of these writers has also a career of the singer-songwriter? 

a) Ann-Marie MacDonald  b) Farley Mowat        

c) Michael Ondaatje   d) Leonard Cohen   

98. Who is the  first Canadian woman to win a  Nobel Prize in Literature  in 2013?   

a)Margaret Atwood  b) Alice Munro   c) Ann-Marie MacDonald    d) Daphne Marlatt 

99. Who was the leader of  the Métis people, founder of Manitoba, central figure in the North-West Rebellion of      

1885?   

a) Gabriel Dumont  b) Peter Pitseolak  c) Louis Riel  d) Robert Gordon 

100. Which of these writers do not belong to the Aboriginal people of Canada?   

a) Emily Pauline Johnson b)  Tomson Highway     

c)  Joseph Boyden  d) Timothy Findlay 

101. What is the title of Michael Ondaatje’s  most acclaimed novel which was also adapted to a film? 

a) The English Patient  b)  The French Patient     

c) The Canadian Patient d) The British Patient 

102. The Englishman Archie Belaney (1888-1938) who wrote numerous books and articles, and invented a fictional 

personality, the Métis Wa-sha-quon-asin, was known as 

a) Grey Eagle        b) White Owl       c) White Eagle    d) Grey Owl 

103. Lucy Maud Montgomery’s  Ann of Green Gables is set on the island called 

a) King Edward Island    b) Princess Ann Island    c) Queen Ann Island    d) Prince Edward Island 
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104. The man who designed  the "Three-Penny Beaver," Canadas first adhesive postage stamp, in 1851, was 

a) Sir Sandford Fleming      b) Louis Riel      c) William Kurelek      d) Captain Robert Barlett 

105. Terry Fox, an athlete whose right leg was amputated, began his "Marathon of Hope" and raised $24.17 mln 

for 

a) AIDS research      b) cancer research     c) poor children    d) scientific research 

106. The 1923 Nobel Prize for medicine was awarded jointly to Banting and Macleod for 

a) penicillin          b) insulin          c) flu vaccine        d) rabies vaccine 

107. The ultra-sweet bars consisting of a chocolate top layer and a wafer-crumb base are called 

a) Canadian bars      b) Nanaimo bars      c) Chocolate bars       d) Inuit bars 

108. James Naismith invented 

a) basketball       b) football       c) hockey       d) golf 

109. The Medal for Humour in Canadian literature was  established in the honour of  

a) Leonard Cohen     b) Mordecai Richler    c) Stephen Leacock    d) Joseph Howe  

110. Farley Mowat is known for being 

a) a humorist    b) an environmentalist   c) a poet   d) a singer 

111. Peter Pitseolak,  an artist, historian, and pioneer photographer, devoted most of his life to document the 

traditions, hunting techniques, stories and myths of 

a) the Metis     b) First Nations    c) the Inuit     d) Indians    

112. Give the name of the explorer whose misunderstanding of Iroquois language led to the naming of the new 

country – Canada ……………..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

113. What is the highest Canadian peak? ………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

114. Give the name of the national winter sport of Canada …………………………………………………………………………. 

115. The only officially bilingual province in Canada is …………………………………………………………………………………… 

116. Give the name of a painter who celebrates the lives of Canada’s ethnic groups and frequently explores his 

Ukrainian ancestry ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

117. Give the name of the explorer who became the first white person to reach the Pacific Ocean by crossing 

overland .……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

118. “First Nations” is a term that came into common usage in the 1970s to replace the word ..............................  

used by explorers and missionaries since Christopher Columbus discovered America. 

119. Who is considered to be the personification of Canada in early political cartoons,  portrayed as a younger 

cousin of the United States' Uncle Sam and Britain's John Bull? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………........... 

120. Who was the famous Polish fighter pilot  who  was  appointed  to the position of the Chief Development test 

pilot of the CF-105 Avro Arrow program in Canada? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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II EDYCJA 

„OGÓLNOPOLSKIEGO KONKURSU WIEDZY O KANADZIE- DISCOVER CANADA 2015” 

 

                       ETAP SZKOLNY 

Czas pracy: 90 minut 

                       Liczba punktów możliwych do uzyskania: 110 

 

IMIĘ I NAZWISKO UCZNIA ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

SZKOŁA …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

IMIĘ I NAZWISKO NAUCZYCIELA PROWADZĄCEGO …………………………………………………………… 

 

Arkusz liczy 7 stron i zawiera 110 pytań otwartych i zamkniętych. W pytaniach zamkniętych tylko jedna 

odpowiedź jest poprawna. W pytaniach otwartych wymagana jest pełna poprawność.  Test został podzielony 

na dwie części leksykalno-gramatyczną i kulturową. Prosimy o zaznaczanie prawidłowych odpowiedzi na 

arkuszu. Test należy rozwiązywać samodzielnie. 

Good luck! 

CZĘŚĆ LEKSYKALNO-GRAMATYCZNA 

 

I. Choose the correct item. 

1. Jenny will soon have this place looking spick and ……………….. . 

a) quiet  b) sound c) span  d) well 

2. Robert, like many children of his age, is prone to throwing a(n) ……………….. . 

a) tantrum b) mood c) outburst d) temper 

3. Lucy and Martha are as different as chalk and ……………….. . It’s hard to believe that they are sisters. 

a) chair  b) cheese c) chimney d) hair 

4. It’s a ……………….. in the dark, but it might work. 

a) shot  b) glow  c) glimmer d) shouting 

5. She had the  ……………….. to speak to her father like that! 

a) leg  b) cheek c) neck  d) spine 

6. I can’t sleep at night! I think I should ……………….. the amount of coffee and tea I drink. 

a) cut off b) cut off from      c) cut down on d) cut out 

7. Sally was dissatisfied with the quality of her new MP3 player and was given a full ……………….. from the shop. 

a) refund b) return c) replacement  d) compensation 

8. The hotel we stayed in was completely off the ……………….. track. 

a) beaten b) bitten c) bitter  d) beetling 

9. Anita’s parents hired a private ……………….. to help her with Chemistry. 

a) headmistress  b) teacher c) tutor  d) professor 
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II. Think of one word which can be used appropriately in all three sentences. 

10. I’m exhausted because it’s been a very busy week and I’ve been on the ……………….. all day. 

Don’t cheat Mark! Monica‘s just put a card down and it’s my ……………….. now. 

Tom had a ……………….. at fixing his dishwasher but he couldn’t make it work properly. 

11. Be careful! That knife has a very ……………….. edge. 

There was a very ……………….. bend in the road and for a while I nearly lost control of the truck. 

James is a ……………….. businessman and that is what allowed him to make all the right decisions for his business. 

12. The sentry remained at his ……………….. throughout the night. 

Emma was glad to be offered the new ………………..  . 

The dog had been tied to a ……………….. outside the shop waiting for his owner. 

13. All complaints must be addressed to the ……………….. of the department. 

John hit his thumb instead of the ……………….. of the nail whilst hammering. 

Jenny marched proudly at the ……………….. of the procession. 

14. African rivers turn to hard mud during the dry ………………..  . 

My favorite ……………….. of the year is summer. 

……………….. the chicken generously on both sides with salt and pepper. 

III. Write in the correct words. 

15. It is common k _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ that they are getting married in August. 

16. Our tent wasn’t completely w _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and the rain came through. 

17. B _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  help police officers find out who is really driving drunk. 

18. Every c _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ in the train was cramped with passengers. 

19. The body of a person who has died is taken in a special car called a h _ _ _ _ _ to the funeral service.  

20. I love books! I love reading! I’m a real b _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . 

IV. Fill in the correct form of the words in capitals. 

21. A lot of people don't understand that uncontrolled tourism can …........................ wildlife.        DANGER 

22. The dressmaker took my …......................................in order to determine my size.       MEASURE 

23. He had enough ….......................to remove the fallen tree from the road.            STRONG 

24. The other boys were very …..............................of Pete's new bike.                   ENVY 

25. She had a …...............................way of shedding new light on difficult situations.         REMARK 

26. His lectures are very …................................  He says the same thing again and again.          REPEAT 

27. The profits were …............................distributed causing havoc(confusion) among employees.                EVEN 

28. He had the ….................................of a wealthy executive in his Armani suit.            APPEAR 

29. At the recreation centre there is a great ….........................of activities of choose from.                 VARY 

30. Rome has a lot of …............................. and museums to visit.                       SEE 

V. Choose the correct item. 

31. 'Your house looks terrible.' 

       'I know, I need to ….....' 

a) get it painted  b) go to be painted c) have painted it d) getting it painted 
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32. He is believed …..in court. 

a) lying  b) to have lied  c) to lie  d) be lying 

33. That ….. John, I saw him leave an hour ago. 

a) shouldn't be  b) mustn't be        c) can be       d) can't be 

34. 'Did you send the invitations?' 

       'Actually, I …... it.' 

a) forgot doing  b) had forgotten c) forget d) forgot to do 

35. 'I think that letter is for you.' 

       'Yes, it's about time......' 

a) that it arrive  b) to arrive      c) it arrived           d) it arrives 

36. By the time we got back, Lucy …..... the whole house. 

a) had already cleaned  b) was already cleaning  c) has already been cleaning       d) was cleaning 

37. Mark admitted to ….. the neighbour's window. 

a) having broken   b) having been broken  c) break d) be broken 

38. If we are to succeed in this business, we …. to plan everything carefully. 

a) could have needed  b) will need  c) would need  d) had needed 

39. The animal was made ….. in its cage as it was dangerous. 

a) to stay b) stay  c) staying d) to staying 

40. I'd rather …..out tonight. 

a) to go  b) go  c) gone  d) going 

VI. Rewrite the following sentences beginning with the words given. 

41.Although she was not guilty she was punished by the teacher. 

In spite ............................................................................................................ 

42.The headmistress is not to be disturbed. 

On no account ................................................................................................ 

43. Smoking is forbidden in this place. 

You aren't......................................................................................................... 

44. It is only thanks to our meeting that I learned about this event 

Had it  …........................................................................................................... 

45. Both of them look the same to him.    

He can't tell...................................................................................................... 

46. Our local cinema is showing  her latest film next week. 

Her latest film.................................................................................................. 

47. It's impossible that he married such an old woman. 

He can't ............................................................................................................ 

48. We didn't say a word. 

Not.................................................................................................................... 

49. Too bad we did not see the film last night. 

We wish............................................................................................................ 

50.We can't do our project online because we don't have internet at school. 

If we had........................................................................................................... 
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CZĘŚĆ KULTUROWA 

VII. Choose the correct item. 

51. What is the origin of the word Canada?  

a) the Inuit word meaning country  b) the French word meaning joining 

c) the Métis word meaning rivers  d) the Huron-Iroquois word for village 

52. What is the largest province in Canada, three times the size of France and seven times larger than Great Britain? 

a) Quebec  b) British Columbia  c) Ontario  d) Manitoba 

53. The Canadian Rockies run through 

a) Yukon and British Columbia   b) Northwest Territories and Alberta 

c) Yukon and Northwest Territories  d) British Columbia and Alberta 

54. Canada's highest point, Mount Logan (5959 m), is located in 

a) Nunavut  b) Yukon Territory  c) British Columbia            d) Northwest Territories 

55. Saskatchewan is a Canadian 

a) prairie province     b) Atlantic province  c) West coast province            d) most easterly province 

56. The name of the ocean bay that stretches between the provinces of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, and that has 

the highest tides in the world is 

a) Gulf of St. Lawrence  b) Hudson Bay  c) Greville Bay  d) Bay of Fundy 

57. Great Bear Lake is one of the geographical features of 

a) Yukon Territory         b) British Columbia    c) Nunavut         d) Northwest Territories 

58. What national park is situated on the west coast of the island of Newfoundland? 

a) Miguasha National Park   b) Nahanni National Park 

c) Wood Buffalo National Park   d) Gros Morne National Park 

59. Aurora borealis, one of the Seven Wonders of Canada, is also known as 

a) Western Lights     b) Northern Lights          c) Southern Lights  d) Eastern Lights 

60. Nahanni National Park Reserve, inscribed on UNESCO's World Heritage List in 1978, is situated in 

a) Nunavut          b) Northwest Territories  c) Yukon Territory            d) British Columbia 

61. Where is the Rideau Canal located? 

a) in Quebec  b) in New Brunswick  c) in Ontario  d) in Nova Scotia 

62. How many provinces and territories does Canada have today?  

a) eight provinces and five territories  b) nine provinces and four territories 

c) ten provinces and three territories  d) eleven provinces and two territories 

63. What is the capital of Saskatchewan? 

a) Regina  b) Halifax  c) Winnipeg  d) Iqaluit 

64. Canada’s largest city is 

a) Vancouver  b) Montreal  c) Ottawa  d) Toronto 

65. What is the only Canadian province where English is not an official language? 

a) Quebec  b) Ontario  c) New Brunswick d) Nova Scotia 

66. Atlantic puffin is the provincial symbol of: 

a) New Brunswick b) Newfoundland and Labrador  c) Nova Scotia  d) Prince Edward Island 
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67. Prairie crocus is the floral emblem of the province of: 

a) Manitoba  b) Alberta  c) Ontario  d) Nova Scotia 

68. Who is considered the founder of New France? 

a) Samuel de Champlain   b) Jean Nicollet 

c) Jacques Cartier    d) Jean-François de La Rocque de Roberval 

69. Who were the United Empire Loyalists? 

a) Aboriginal peoples   b) Americans   c) the French 

d) Settlers who came to Canada from the United States during and after the American Revolution 

70. Who was the first explorer to claim territory in North America for the English Crown? 

a) Martin Frobisher   b) John Cabot 

c) Christopher Columbus  d) Giovanni da Verrazzano 

71. When is Canada Day celebrated? 

a) July 1  b) April 23  c) May 1  d) June 22 

72. Choose four provinces which  formed the Dominion of Canada  created under the British North America Act of 
1867: 

a) British Columbia, New Brunswick, Alberta, Ontario 

b) Ontario, Quebec, Saskatchewan, Nova Scotia 

c) New Brunswick, Ontario, Alberta, Newfoundland and Labrador 

d) Ontario, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec 

73. Who was the Upper Canada’s first Lieutenant Governor and founder of the City of York (now Toronto)? He also 
made Upper Canada the first province in the British Empire to abolish slavery. 

a) Lieutenant Colonel John Graves Simcoe  b) Lieutenant Peter Hunter 

c) Lieutenant Francis Gore    d) Lieutenant John Colborne 

74. What is the date of Canada’s entry into Confederation? 

a) January 7, 1941       b) December 26, 1791     c) July 1, 1867    d) June 23, 1870 

75. In WWI the Canadian Corps were called the “shock troops of the British Empire.” Which battle secured Canadians 
reputation for bravery and is considered to be a defining moment for Canada? 

a) the Battle of Amiens    b) the Battle of Vimy Ridge 

c) the Battle of the Plains of Abraham  d) the Battle of Beaver Dams 

76. In WWI more than 3,000 nurses, served in the Royal Canadian Army Medical Corps, 2,500 of them overseas. What 
was their nickname? 

a) “Blackbirds”  b) “Whitebirds”  c) “Bluebirds”  d) “Redbirds” 

77. Which Aboriginal group inhabited Nova Scotia long before the arrival of European explorers? 

a) The Inuit  b) The Iroquois  c) The Mi'kmaq  d) The Cree 

78. What famous explorer is the Cabot Trail named after? 

a) Thomas Cabot  b) George Cabot  c) John Cabot    d) Sebastian Cabot 

79. What are the three main groups of Aboriginal peoples in Canada? 

a) First Nations, Inuit, and Métis   b) Indians, Haida and Métis 

c) First Nations, Inuit and Haida   d)  Cree, Inuit and Métis 

80. In 1833 the British Parliament abolished slavery throughout the Empire. Thousands of slaves escaped from the 

United States and settled in Canada thanks to 

a) the Underground Railroad   b) the underground system 

c) Republic of Safety    d) National Underground Railroad Freedom Center 
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81. Alberta is named after Princess Louise Caroline Alberta who was Queen Victoria’s 

a) sister  b) daughter  c) granddaughter d) niece 

82. The first European explorer of what is now Quebec was 

a) John Cabot  b) Jacques Cartier  c) Martin Frobisher             d) Henry Hudson 

83.What is the name of the best surviving example of a planned British colonial settlement in North America? 

a) Historic District of Old Québec  b) Old Town Lunenburg 

c) the Rideau Canal    d) SGang Gwaay 

84. The early Polish immigration to Canada was once described as 

a) Dirty Polacks Immigration  b) Sheepskin immigration 

c) Galician Immigration   d) Neither of them  

85. What kind of problems did Canadian immigration authorities have with the first Polish-Canadians?  

a) They came from a country that did not exist on the map  b) They had invalid documents 

c) There were deceived and had no land in Canada   d) They could not spell their names 

86. During citizenship ceremonies new citizens of Canada swear allegiance to 

a) The Queen  b) constitution  c) Prime Minister    d) Premier 

87. Who represents the Queen in Canada and carries out the duties of head of state? 

a) The Lieutenant Governor  b) the Governor General 

c) the Governor    d) Prime Minister 

88. What is the name of the current Prime Minister of Canada? 

a) John Turner  b) Kim Campbell  c) Paul Martin  d) Stephen Harper 

89. Who was the first Canadian senator of Polish origin? 

a) Tadeusz Brzezinski  b) Stefan Stykolt      c) Stanley Haidasz  d) Peter Brzozowicz 

90. In what Canadian town is the Polish Kaszub Heritage Museum and Park located? 

a) Mississauga     b) Wilno         c) Toronto  d) Brampton 

91. The name Little Poland in Canada refers to 

a) Roncesvalles Avenue in Toronto  b) the oldest Polish settlement 

c) the Kaszubian Region in Ontario  d) Ottawa Valley 

92. Who was the consulting engineer of the famous CN Tower in Toronto? 

a) Czesław Peter Brzozowicz  b) Janusz Zurakowski 

c) Andrew Grabowski    d) Tadeusz Brzezinski  

93. “Kerfuffle” is another name for 

a) electricity  b) commotion  c) a napkin       d) a winter cap 

94. What is the word in Canadian slang for a foolish or uncultivated person? 

a) hoser b) soaker c) pogey d) chesterfield 

95. “Canuck” is a nickname for 

a) a canoe  b) coffee     c) a Canadian   d) warm wind 

96. What is the tongue-in-cheek nickname for the two dollar coin? 

a) loonie  b) toonie     c) lennie   d) towny 

97. Depending on the province, education in Canada is compulsory to the age of between 

a) 15 and 17  b) 15 and 18  c) 16 and 18  d) 16 and 19 
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98. Career college is also known as 

a) vocational school  b) community college  c) state college  d) university 

99. Who is the author of the novel The English Patient? 

a) Margaret Atwood  b) Michael Ondaatje  c) Alice Munro  d) Eden Robinson 

100. Which of these writers is not Canadian? 

a) Margaret Laurence  b) Sinclair Ross  c) Toni Morrison    d) Stephen Leacock 

101. The title of Margaret Atwood’s dystopian novel is 

a) Survival  b) The Circle Game  c) The Edible Woman  d) The Handmaid’s Tale 

102. Which Canadian woman writer is best known for her short stories? 

a) Margaret Laurence  b) Margaret Atwood  c) Eden Robinson      d) Alice Munro 

 

VIII. Answer the following questions. 

103. The first European visitors to North America were neither French nor English. Their explorers are 
commemorated at L'Anse aux Meadows National Park in Newfoundland. Name the peoples: 
………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

104. Which was the last province to join Canada? ................................................................................................................ 

105. Who was the first Prime Minister of Canada? ............................................................................................................... 

106. Name the province or territory whose flag shows an Inukshuk …………………………..……………………………………………. 

107. What is the name of the medal, the highest honour for merit in the system of orders in Canada, which is conferred 

in recognition of outstanding lifetime achievement in all major fields of endeavour? 

......................................................................................................................................................................................... 

108. What is Canada’s smallest province in terms of both size and population? ................................................................. 

109. Who is Canada’s formal head of state?........................................................................................................................... 

110. Who is the head of government in Canada? Name the post, not the current head of Canadian government? 
.......................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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CZĘŚĆ LEKSYKALNO-GRAMATYCZNA 

I. Choose the correct item. 

1. Investors were caught ……………… by the sharp drop in share prices 

a) conscious b) unsuspecting  c) unawares  d) undecided 

2. The opposition will be elected into government next spring, without a ………… of a doubt 

a) shade b) shadow c) hue  d) shine 

3. There are no plans for further runways at London Heathrow in the foreseeable ………… 

a) future b) years  c) period d) time 

4. I’m soaked, I got caught in a …………………. 

a) drizzle b) torrent c) downpour  d) torment 

5. When Helen and John saw how ridiculous they looked they ……………….. laughing. 

a) came round  b) burst out  c) broke in  d) flowed over 

6. I’m really thirsty. I could ……………………. a glass of water. 

a) do away with      b) do up c) do down d) do with 

7. The wall was supported by a thick metal …………. 

a) griddle b) girdle c) girder d) gridlock 

8. The cup is full to the …………., so be careful when you carry it. 

a) brim  b) border c) verge  d) boundary 

9. If you ………………….. asking personal questions I will have to leave! 

a) insist to b) persist in c) break up d) tamper with 

10. Applications for the course are coming in thick and ……….. 

a) fast  b) quick  c) thin  d) speedy 
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II. Think of one word which can be used appropriately in all three sentences. 

 

11. The village lay at the ………… of the mountain beside the lake. 

When I asked him if Mary was his grandmother, I realized I had put my ……….. in it. 

You paid for dinner last time. Let me ………………… the bill for lunch today. 

12. Andrew and Josh have been on the ………. from the police for two months. 

Do you think you could just ………. your eyes over this paper for me? 

I feel that, in the long ………….., this will be well worth it. 

13. If you want to have a bath, there’s a new …………….. of soap in the soap dish. 

Oh look, there’s a snack ………………. over there, let’s pop in for something to eat. 

I could see no …………….. to our happiness. 

14. What she did was unforgivable, but the ………… thing was he didn't seem to mind. 

An ……..….. number of players is needed to begin the game. 

Which shape is the …………… one out? 

15. The victim had been shot at …………… range 

After quarrelling with Simon, Margaret was ……………….. to tears. 

The weather that night was hot and ……………., with a hint of thunder in the distance. 

  

III. Write in the correct words. 

16. Ann was unable to read the letter because the writing was i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .    

17. Mark is 40 and unmarried and his friends call him ‘an eligible b _ _ _ _ _ _ _.   

18. If you are r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, your employer no longer has a job for you.    

19. While she was rowing across the river she lost one o _ _            

20. Oh bother! My shoelaces have come u _ _ _ _ _      

IV. Use the word given in capitals to form  a word that fits in the gap. 

21. These days I do most of my travelling via the television: for a start it's ….............       EXPENSIVE 

22. and it also ….............. me to see the places that would not appeal to my toddlers.      ABLE 

23. Antioxidants are of great …..................... to the body because they help fight    IMPORTANT 

24. …................ molecules that damage cells.                                 HARM 

25. Susan looked at me in …...................... when I told her I had won so much money.             BELIEVE 

26. No one can find a satisfactory …...................... for the strange circles in the fields.             EXPLAIN 

27. The book received a lot of …....................  from the press.                                                ATTEND 

28. Many people tried to …....................... the mystery of the Bermuda Triangle .                       SOLUTION 

29. The government has promised to make housing more...................... for everyone.          AFFORD 

30. His family had to …................... their belts after he had  been fired.                                  TIGHT 

 

V. Choose the correct item. 

31. …............ of the two candidates was better prepared? 

a) Who      b) Whose c) What  d) Which 

32. Peter …... Jamaica and wants to go again. 

a)  has gone to b) has been to  c) has gone at       d) has been in 

33. 'I didn't know Mary was ill.”  '…...... did I” 

a)  Nor  b) So    c) But  d) Either 
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34. We don't know when he ….... back. 

a) comes      b) had come         c) will come      d) has come 

35. I wish you …..... pay more attention when I'm talking to you. 

a)   would b) will  c) can   d) had 

36. Suppose you ….. a wallet in the street, what would you do with it? 

a)   found b) find  c) had found  d) have found 

37. I regret …...... you that your application has been rejected. 

a) have told b) to tell c) to telling        d) telling 

38. Mary prefers skiing …. diving 

a)  than   b) from  c) to  d) rather 

39. He wishes he ….. harder when he was at school. 

a) would have studied more          b) had studied  c) studied d) would study 

40. Unless you …... these instruction you'll make mistakes. 

a)  will follow  b) will have followed  c) don't follow  d) follow 

 

VI. Rewrite the following sentences beginning with the words given. 

41. I don't think  Mary will accept their offer. 
likely    Mary …........................................................ down the offer. 
 
42. People believed the Earth was flat. 
believed     The Earth ….......................................... flat. 
 
43. You should have come with us to the theatre. 
pity    What ….......................................................... come with us to the theatre. 
 
44. They had just started sleeping when the baby started crying. 
asleep   No sooner …................................................ the baby started crying. 
 
45. Mary said that it was Tom who had broken herwindow. 
accused   Mary ….................................................... her window. 
 
46. We didn't go to the theatre because Mary came home too late. 
time   If Mary …........................................................, we would have gone to the theatre. 
 
47. The suitcase was so heavy that I couldn't lift it. 
such   It …................................................................. that I couldn't lift it. 
 
48. I haven't seen my mother for six months. 
last   The …............................................................... my mother was six months ago. 
 
49. Sarah finds waking up early difficult 
used    Sarah …......................................................... up early. 
 
50. Workers are repairing the roof at the moment. 
repaired   The roof …............................................... at the moment. 
 

CZĘŚĆ KULTUROWA 

VII.   Choose the correct answer. 

51. The Vikings from Iceland, who colonized Greenland 1,000 years ago, also reached Labrador and the island of 

Newfoundland.  Give the name of place, which is also  a World Heritage site, where the  remains of their settlement,  

the oldest one in Canada,  were found.  

 

a) St. John’s    b) Gander    c) l’Anse aux Meadows     d) St. Anthony 
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52. Which of Canada’s symbols  refers to Royalist France? 

 

a) maple leaf    b)  fleur-de-lis    c)  beaver     d) Royal Union Flag 

 

53. Sir Alexander Mackenzie is known for: 
 
a) being the first European to cross North America            b)  founding “Canada”   
c) the exploration of the Fraser River  d) maritime expeditions to the interior of the Gulf of the St. Lawrence River 

 

54. What is the name of the explorer who played a major role in the founding of New France from 1603-1635? 

 

a) Sir Alexander Mackenzie   b) Samuel de Champlain   c) Simon Frazer   d) Joseph Tyrrell 

 

55. Before the arrival of the Europeans the province of Ontario was inhabited by    

a) Kwakwaka’wakw tribe   b) Nuuchahnulth tribe    c) Navajo tribe    d) Huron tribe 

56. How many Canadians and Newfoundlanders (Newfoundland was then a separate British entity), out of a 

population of 11.5 million, served in the Second World War? Unfortunately,  44,000 lost their lives.  

 

a)  Approximately 300 thousand     b) Approximately 500 thousand  

c) Approximately 800 thousand      d)  More than one million    

 

57.  Quebec experienced an era of rapid change in the 1960s which is known as: 

 

 a) Velvet Revolution    b)  October Crisis     c)  Soft Revolution      d)  Quiet Revolution 

 

58.  Louis Riel is seen by many as a hero, the father of Manitoba, and a defender of the rights of   

 

a) Métis people    b) non-status Indians     c) Inuit people      d) Cree people 

 

59.  What is the name of the document that was used during the October Crisis to suspend the civil liberties of  

Canadians? 

 

a) War Measures Act      b) Public Order Regulation    c) Padlock Act    d) Human Rights Act 

 

60. Peter John Gzowski  is famous for his contribution to: 

 

a) Canadian politics   b) Canadian journalism    c)  Canadian sports    d) Canadian drama? 

 

61.  What is the name of the Canadian  organization that represents the Canadian Polish  “community's interests 

before the people and Government of Canada and promotes respect for Poland's history and heritage?   

 

a)  Polish Embassy in Canada  b)  The Canadian Polish Congress  c) Polish Alliance of Canada     d) Polish National 

Union of Canada 

 

62.  The list below gives the  names of the Top 7 Audience Selections for the Seven Wonders of Canada.  Which of them 

is located in/ or is typical for the Northwest Territories only?  Write the name of this wonder of Canada:  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 The Rockies , Bay of Fundy,  Cabot Trail,  Nahanni National Park, Niagara Falls,  Northern Lights, Sleeping 

Giant  

 

63. Dawson City, Yukon, became famous during the time of   

 

a)   War of 1812      b) World War I      c) The Great Depression       d)  the Klondike Gold Rush   
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64. The Drumheller Valley in Alberta is known for its:   

 

a)   Wood Buffalo National Park     b) Dinosaur Provincial Park    c) Nahanni National Park 

d)  Antelope Hill Provincial Park 

65. What is Canada’s most northerly agricultural region?  

a) The Fraser Valley    b) The Peace River Valley    c) The Okanagan Valley    d) Alberta  Badlands 
 
66.  Which of the Canadian provinces is called  the “breadbasket of the world” or the “wheat province”?  It has 40% of 

the arable land in Canada and is the country’s largest producer of grains and oilseeds.  

 

a) Saskatchewan     b) Alberta       c) Manitoba         d) Ontario  

 

67.  What is the meaning of the Remembrance Day poppy? 

 

a)  To remember our Sovereign, Queen Elizabeth II        b) To celebrate Confederation 

c)  To honour prime ministers who have died  

d)  To remember the sacrifice of Canadians who have served or died in wars up to the present day 

 

68. Which of the following film directors was born in Canada? 

 

a) Steven Spielberg    b)  Francis Ford Coppola    c) Peter Jackson   d)  James Cameron 

 

69. What was the  leading form of Canadian folk art in the post-war era? 

 

a) comics and cartoons      b) TV shows        c) films      d) sung poetry 

 

70.  Which of the comedy shows is not a Canadian production?  

 

a) This Hour has 22 Minutes         b) SCTV (Second City Television)   

c) The Big Bang Theory                  d) The Kids in the Hall 

 

71.  Who wrote The Book of Negroes? 

 

a) Lawrence Hill     b) Eden Robinson     c) Margaret Laurence     d) Mordecai Richler 

 

72.  Which of the following authors is of Aboriginal origin? 

 

a)  Stephen Leacock      b) Thomas King       c) Joy Kogawa    d) Dionne Brand 

 

73.  The Women Are Persons! monument can be found  

 

a) on Parliament Hill, Ottawa              b) in Confederation Park, Ottawa 
c) on Richmond Landing, Ottawa       d) on Green Island, Ottawa 
 
74.  Oscar Peterson, whose statue can be found at the corner of Elgin and Alberta Streets in Ottawa, was  
 
a) a Canadian jazz legend              b) an explorer who founded Quebec City    
c)  a British officer and member of the Royal Engineers   d) a Canadian Prime Minister 
 

75.  Name two cultural  properties in Canada which are inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

76.  Which national park protects a portion of the Mackenzie Mountains Natural Region?  

a)  Banff National Park            b) Jasper National Park      c) Nahanni National Park Reserve 
d) Pacific Rim National Park Reserve 
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77.  Lunenburg is the best surviving example of   

a) a tumulus where large quantities of buffalo skeletons can be found    b) a whaling station on the shore of the Strait of 
Belle Isle     c) a planned British colonial settlement in North America    d) Acadian way of life 

78. Which paleontological site has been described as the coal age Galapagos?   

a) Joggins Fossil Cliffs       b) Dinosaur Provincial Park     c) Wood Buffalo National Park 
d) Head-Smashed-In Buffalo Jump 

79.  What is the name of the fossil site in Rocky Mountains which is well-known for its fossil remains of soft-bodied 
marine species?  

a) The Age of Fishes     b) The Burgess Shale       c) The Gran Baya  d) The Tatshenshini-Alsek  

80.  Which Kwakwaka’wakw artist participated in restoring and conserving Aboriginal artwork which can be found in 
the Royal British Columbia Museum?  

a) Stanley Hunt        b) Mark Dangeli  c) KiawakAshoona  d) OsuitokIpeelee 

81.  Annie Pootoogook’s artistic style has been characterized by critics as   

a) the grand European style       b) narrative realism      c) post-industrial consumerism     
d) artificiality and artiness 
 
82.  Which of the artists romanticized and manipulated the  images of Aboriginal people representing them as  Noble 
Savages? 
 
a)Duane Linklater           b) Richard Hunt          c)  Paul Kane      d) Joseph Boyden 
 
83.  The  legendary Ojibwe artist and Woodlands School pioneer Norval Morrisseau,  is also known as  
 
a) Copper Thunderbird    b)  Copper Eagle     c) Copper  Raven     d) Copper Coyote  
 
84. What is the title of the film directed and produced by Zacharias Kunuk, "the first feature-length fiction film 
written, acted, produced and directed by Inuit in the Inuktitut language" ? 
 
a)The Journals of Knud Rasmussen    b) Atanarjuat: The Fast Runner   c) Qaggiq  d)  Saputi 
 
85. In 2014 Tanya Tagaq received a Polaris Music Prize for her album Animism. What kind of singing is she famous 
for?  
 
a) yodeling              b) throat singing              c) rapping             d) group singing  
 
86.  Which of the artists received the National Aboriginal Achievement Award for Film and Television? 
 
a) Jil Cardinal       b) Tomson Highway     c) Eden Robinson         d) Brian Jungen 

87. Which of these Canadians is not a singer? 

a)Nelly Furtado    b) Shania Twain      c) Alanis Morissette   d) Robert Kroetsch 

88. Which act united three British Colonies and made Canada a constitutional monarchy in 1867?  

a) the British North America Act     b) the Act of Union     c) the British Columbia Transit Act   
d) the Indian Act  

89.  Which power is not held by the Canadian Prime Minister?   

a) to appoint ministers and senators                                              b) to choose the date to dissolve the Parliament 
c) to grant royal assent to bills passed by the Parliament                 d) to call an election 
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90.  In order to have official political party status in the House of Commons, a party must win at least   

a) 10 seats          b) 14 seats         c) 20 seats         d) 12 seats 

 
VIII. Answer the following questions. 

 

91. Canada’s motto “A mariusque ad mare” means   ………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

92.  In what province of Canada is the Singing Sands Beach located? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
93.  Name two major cities in the province of Saskatchewan:  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
94. In 1996 the Royal Canadian Mint issued a commemorative coin, the "Avro Canada CF-100 Canuk" featuring an 
image of  a  Polish Canadian fighter and test pilot. Give first and last name of this person:  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
95. What is the name of the new Prime Minister of Canada who assumed office on November 4, 2015. Give the  first 
and last name.…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

96.  Give the name of the political party that is currently in power in Canada: 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
97.  The Canadian Parliament is comprised of two houses: the House of Commons and the Senate. How many elected 
members does the House of Commons include? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
98.  Many  immigrants of the Polish diaspora in Canada settled in the area called “A Little Canadian Poland”. Give the 
name of the region:  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
99.  Give the first and last name of the current representative of the Queen of Canada, the Governor General of 
Canada: 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
100.  What is the importance of the bronze sculpture of an Anishinabe scout, located in Major’s Hill Park, in Ottawa? 
What does it commemorate? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
101.  What is the name of the oldest retail business group, a fur trading business for much of its existence, in the 
English-speaking world? 
………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………………………………….
102.   Who is considered to be the Father of Confederation – also the first Prime Minister of Canada?           
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
103.  The title of the immensely popular 1908  novel by Lucy Maude Montgomery that has sold more than 50 million 
copies and has been translated into 20 languages is:  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
104.  Give the name of the Indigenous writer who was named in Maclean’s Magazine as one of the 100 most important 
people in Canadian history 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

105. What is the name of the Canadian theatre, film and television actor who in 2012  was  the oldest person in 
Academy history to win an Oscar? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

106.  What is the largest  national park in Canada which is also the second-largest national park in the world? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
107.  Give the name of the federal statute,  enacted by Parliament of Canada in 1960, that  protects such rights as  
freedom of speech or freedom of religion 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

108. What is Agnes Macphail known for in Canadian history?  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
109. What does the word ‘Inuit’ mean?  
............................................................................................................................. ....................................................................
110.  Give the name of the first Canadian writer to win in 2013 the Nobel Prize in literature.  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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I. Choose the correct item.  

1. After .... the woman's health, the doctor told her she was completely healthy. 
a) infecting         b) maintaining       c) assessing         d)alternating 
 
2. The menu was written in wild writing that was barely .... . 
a) portable        b) legible       c) feasible        d) edible 
 
3. The cowboy .... to get revenge against the man who killed his brother. This became his life's only purpose. 
a) vowed    b) swapped    c) surrendered     d) yawned 
 
4. As a schoolboy, Mike often beat up the weaker kids in his class. He was a(n) .... . 
a) saint    b) guide    c) widow    d) bully 
 
5. Gabriel was .... to eat more cake after finding a dead fly in his first slice. 
a) loyal    b )reluctant    c) anxious   d) allergic 
 
6. The hot climate in summer is one .... of living in Tokyo that Peter dislikes. 
a) scale         b) aspect         c)procedure        d) tribute 
 
7. Despite being a millionaire, Mr. Wright was .... . He didn't tip or share his wealth with others. 
a) slippery        b) stingy         c) fatal          d) feasible 
 
8. Jenny is a heavy smoker. After the 10-hour flight, she was really .... a cigarette. 
a) scrambling        b) preserving        c) plunging      d) craving 
 
9. Ron told an inappropriate joke during dinner that made everyone feel .... . 
a) grateful        b) mundane        c) clumsy        d) awkward 
 
10. Johnathan had his .... tested yesterday. The doctor said he needed spectacles. 
a) stamina        b) vision         c) courage         d) pressure 
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11. Kate's new sweater .... in the washing machine. Now it's too small to wear. 
a) shrunk        b) split          c) shifted         d) spread 
 
12. The .... on the soldier's leg became infected. 
a) prune        b) wound          c) slime         d) dent 
 
13. Leo's trip to the U.S. happened to .... with Thanksgiving weekend, so the airports were busy. 
a) mingle       b) coincide         c) ponder         d) manoeuvre 
 
14. I'm angry because my boss never .... me for the good work I do. 
a) regrets        b) praises       c) polishes        d) inclines 
 
15. I didn't go to the party because I .... the energy. I was dead tired. 
a) lacked        b) drew         c) adjusted       d) swallowed 
 
II. Use the word given in capitals to form a word that fits in the gap 

16) I've visited Greece for five _______ years and I'm going there this year too.                             SUCCESS 

17) Knowing that you will never die could make your daily life ________                                      MEANING 

18) Passengers must expect ___________ delays in departures and arrivals                                        LONG 

19) Jean said that she had___________ destroyed her ID card                                                      ACCIDENT 

20) Smoking is very ___________ to your health                                                                                      HARM 

21) If you were revived centuries into the future, you might be ________ to life in that era            ADJUST 

22) Anyone who lived to be 200 would be _______ of remembering their own childhood            CAPABLE 

23) Perhaps the very ambition of achieving immortality is _______                                                CONCEIVE 

24) Maybe the secret of immortality will remain _______ for ever.                                               PENETRATE 

 
III. Write in the correct words. 
25) The ships were  _ _ r _ _ _ visible through the thick fog. 

26) The disagreement is a lot of  _ _ _ s  about nothing. 

27) A treaty will very probably be _ _ g _ _ _ soon. 

28) Bad weather _ _ _ _ y _ _ the flight. 

29) Never look a _ _ f _  horse in the mouth. 

30) Impressionist paintings are _ _ _ _ c _ _ _ _ _ _ _ expensive these days. 

 

IV. Choose the correct item.  

31.Alice is not fond of white-water rafting,......................she's never tried it before.. 
a) regardless       b)although           c) despite that               d) even 
 
32.We tried to …........................ our parents to give us more pocket money, buy they didn't. 
a) make            b)have              c) get                       d) do 
 
33.She doesn't remember the sources from …...........she gathered the information for her project about 
endangered species. 
a)whose         b)which          c) where         d) whom 
 
34.Don't hesitate to inform me if.......................any change in the timetable. 
a)there is      b) there was        c) will be        d) would be 
 
35.Robert acts …...................he were a captain of the team. 
a) as though       b)as long as        c) just as          d) only as 
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36.I want to congratulate my students …...........their success. 
a) with           b) on             c) about   d)  for 
 
37.I was speaking to Susan for twenty minutes and …........................did she apologise for what she did. 
a) not only   b) in no way    c)not once   d) neither 
 
38.”There weren't many people at your party”' I invited Brian and Ian, but ….......................of them bothered to 
come. 
a) each    b) none   c) both    d) neither 
 
39.You don't have a driving -licence and I …......................... 
a)don't either   b)not either  c)don't too   d)don't neither 
 
40.I'd rather …...........the manager. I don't like talking on the phone. 
a) you were calling  b)you called  c) to call  d) be calling 
 
V. Rewrite the following sentences  using the words in bold. 
 
41. It's a pity I didn't invite her to the party. 

wish  I …………………………………………………………………………...to the party. 

42. 'Why don't we go to the cinema?' she said. 

suggested  She …………………………………………………………………… to the cinema. 

43. She speaks French and Italian. 

only  Not ………………………………………………………………………, she  speaks Italian too. 

44.' I didn't exceed the speed limit,' he said. 

denied  He …………………………………………………………………… the speed limit. 

45. I'm sure Peter didn't see the accident. 

have  Peter ………………………………………………………………………. the accident. 

46.  They are blaming Susan for the accident. 

is  Susan ……………………………………………………………………….. for the accident. 

47. He has never seen this film before. 

ever  It's the first time …………………………………………………………..this film. 

48. Did the doctor set Mike's broken arm? 

have  Did Mike ………………………………………………………………………...set? 

49. You'd better see a doctor. 

were  If ………………………………………………………………..see a doctor. 

50. 'Can you check the brakes?' she asked the mechanic. 

whether  She asked the mechanic ………………………………………………………………………… the brakes. 

 
CZĘŚĆ KULTUROWA  

VI.   Choose the correct answer. 

51. The federal department overseeing Canada 150 celebrations is embarking on a capital-wide project to place 

____________ at locations where 15 Fathers of Confederation made a home during their time in Parliament. 

a) commemorative plaques   b) commemorative  monuments  c)  commemorative photos  d)  commemorative 

pictures  

52. Who established the first permanent European settlement in Canada (not counting the Viking settlements)? 

a) Sir A. John MacDonald        b) Samuel de Champlain         c) Jacques Cartier       d) James Wolfe 
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53. What happened on 1st July 1867? 

a) Oil was discovered in Alberta    b) The Constitution Act was signed by Queen Elizabeth II. 

c) The Canadian Army won the Battle of Vimy Ridge   d) The British colonies of Canada, Nova Scotia, and New 

Brunswick,  and the Province of Canada, were federally united into one Dominion of Canada 

54. Which Prime Minister declared its commitment to the principle of multiculturalism and formalised the policy 

of multiculturalism? 

a) Justin Trudeau  b) Mackenzie King  c) Pierre Trudeau  d) Stephen Harper 

55.  What does CPR stand for? 

a) Canadian Pacific Railway  b) Canadian Polish Rap   c) Canadian Police  Rank   d) Canadian Pilots’ Residence 

 56. What are internment camps? 

a) Camps where children of Aboriginal decent where forced to live and study in    b) Camps where immigrants 

were placed in during the 1990’s    c) Camps where First Nations were forced to live in   d) Camps in rural 

communities far away from big cities where Canadians of Japanese decent were placed in for the duration of the 

war 

57. What did the Hudson Bay Company trade with? 

a) coal   b) fur   c) oil   d) fish 

58. Which UNESCO declared World Heritage  site in Canada bears a unique testimony to the culture of the 

Haida? 

a) S Gang Gwaay   b) Miguasha National Park   c) Kluane/Wrangell-St.Elias/Glacier Bay/Tatshenshini-Alsek  d) 

Nahanni National Park 

59. How many elected members does the House of Commons of Canada (Lower House) include?  

a) 408     b) 308   c)208    d) 108 

60. Cape Dorset in Nunavut is known as: 

a) The place of origin of Métis hat  making tradition    b) The Capital of Inuit Arts    

c) The coldest place in Canada     d) The best fishing place in Nunavut 

61. When did the last federally-run Residential school close? 

a) early 2000s     b) late 1990s     c) late 1800s     d) mid 1990s 

62. How many aboriginal languages are there in Canada: 

a) 22    b) 100   c) 35    d) 53  

 63. What is Inuksuk? 

a) Stones piled to look like a human being used to mark trails and food caches   b) Berry drying rack   

c) Canoe made of birch bark    d) Petroglyphs „rock writing” probably carved about 1,000 years ago 

64. The first Aboriginal writer appointed to the Order of Canada was: 

a) Zacharias Kunuk        b) Alwyn Morris   c) Tomson Highway    d) Pauline Johnson  

65. Canada’s  oldest public markets, a  short walk from Parliament Hill in Ottawa, dating back to the 19th 

century,   is called: 

a) Byward Market    b) Ottawa Market    c) Ontario Market   d) Parliament Hill Market 

66. Which of these films is directed by an Armenian-Canadian director  Atam Egoyan? 

a) Les Boys          b) Bon Cop, Bad Cop        c)   The Sweet Hereafter          d) Brokeback Mountain 
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67. Which Canadian province was filmed in Lasse Hallström’s film  based on Annie Proulx’s Pulitzer-winning 

novel The Shipping News? 

a) Alberta   b)  Ontario  c)  Newfoundland   d) British Columbia 

68.  Sarah Polley and Deepa Mehta  are contemporary Canadian 

a) writers       b) critics       c) painters      d) film directors. 

69. What genre of literature is Alice Munro famous for? 

a) novels        b)poetry        c) short stories       d) drama  

70.  The film Atanarjuat (The Fast Runner)(2001) directed by Zacharias Kunuk is based on an ancient Inuit 

story, is the first feature film ever made in 

a) Innu language     b) Inuktitut language      c) Eskimo language   d) Dene language. 

71. Which Canadian film director is internationally known for his exploration of “brutal bursts of violence and a 

slow, almost languid sense of pacing”?  

a) Denyse Arcand      b) David Cronenberg       c) Guy Maddin       d) Donald Shebib 

72. Life of Pi (2001)  by Yann Martel is a  story of a young Tamil boy who survives 227 days on a lifeboat in the 

middle of the Pacific Ocean accompanied by a Bengal 

a) monkey  b) cat   c)  tiger     d) lion 

73. Which of the books is about  “the hardships of living in the untamed wilderness of a nation that had not even 

existed”? 

a)Who Has Seen the Wind?       b) Two Solitudes       c) Roughing it in the Bush        d) The Double Hook 

74. Which of the novels explores the life of “a Polish boy from his escape of invading Nazis to his eventual home 

in Toronto”? 

a) Handmaid’s Tale        b) Fugitive Pieces     c)  Monkey Beach    d)  Green Grass ,Running Water  

75.  In which book by Leonard Cohen does a scholar-narrator research the history of Catherine Tekakwitha, the 

Iroquois saint? 

a) The Favourite Game    b) Death of a Lady's Man   c)  Beautiful Losers     d) Let Us Compare Mythologies 

76. Which of the writers is known for her “imagined accounts of the internment of Japanese Canadians and her 

involvement in the Redress Movement to seek justice for her people”? 

a) Margaret Laurence         b) Gabrielle Roy         c) Joy Kogawa        d) Eden Robinson 

77. Which of the following is NOT the title of a book written by Margaret Atwood? 

a) The English Patient        b) Cat's Eye        c) The Robber Bride        d) Wilderness Tips 

78. Which of the following writers is of Aboriginal background? 

a) Sinclair Ross      b)Leonard Cohen       c) Thomas King         d) Mordecai Richler 

79.  Who is the author of  Who Has Seen the Wind? 

a) W.O. Mitchell          b)Lucy Maude Montgomery   c) Margaret Mead        d) Margaret Atwood  

80.  Which of Margaret Laurence’s novels introduced this  theme of relations between Indigenous and non-

Indigenous people in Canada? 

a)  The Stone Angel       b) A Jest of God      c)  A Bird in the House      d) The Diviners  

81. Who is the author of the following novels:  The Telling of Lies, Famous Last Words, The Piano Man's 

Daughter, and Pilgrim? 

a) Michael Turner       b) Timothy Findley      c) Guy Vanderhaeghe       d) Ethel Wilson 
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82. Which novel by Margaret Atwood  was based on a real-life Canadian murderer of the 1800s? 

a) Alias Grace       b) Oryx and Crake        c) The Handmaid's Tale        d) Bodily Harm 

83.  What is the title of the latest book written by the  Polish-Canadian writer Eva Stachniak? 

a) Winter Palace   b) The Chosen Maiden   c)  The Chosen Lady   d)   Edible Woman  

84. Who was the first Polish man who came to Canada in 1687? 

a) Casimir Gzowski        b)  Andrzej Wilk        c) Kazimierz Gzowski       d) Michał Zubko  

85. What is the nickname of Toronto’s Little Poland?  

a) Roncy          b) Poland          c)  Ron Valley        d) No nickname  

86. Who was the greatest Polish-Canadian test pilot? 

a) Antoni Żurakowski        b) Andre Loup         c) Tomasz Budziewcz         d) Janusz Żurakowski  

87. What was the common descriptive name for Poles and Ukrainians in Canada at the beginning of 20th century? 

a) Galicians          b) Dirty Galicians            c)  Dirty Immigrants         d)  DPs  

88. When did Mass Immigration of Poles to Canada begin? 

a) 18th Century   b) 19th Century   c) 1987   d)  20th century.  

89. The capital city of the Province of Nova Scotia is 

a) Halifax    b) St. John’s    c) Charlottetown   d) Fredericton 

90. Which Canadian rivers have their headwaters in the Canadian Rockies? 

a) The Yukon River and Athabasca River   b) The Columbia River and Fraser River 

c) The Saint Lawrence River and Yukon River  d) The Mackenzie River and Saskatchewan River 

91. One-third of all Canadians live in which province? 

a) Manitoba   b) British Columbia   c) Alberta   d) Ontario 

92.  Which First Nations peoples inhabited the area that is now known as Quebec when the European colonizers 

first arrived? 

a) Kwakwaka’wakw        b) Mi’kmaq       c) Haida         d) Tlingit 

93.  The Drumheller Valley in Alberta is known for its:   

a)   Wood Buffalo National Park       b) Dinosaur Provincial Park         c) Nahanni National Park 

d)  Antelope Hill Provincial Park 

94. What part of the Canadian Constitution legally protects the basic rights and freedoms of all Canadians?  

a)  The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms  b) The Charter of Liberties 

 c) The Charter for Compassion          d) Charter of Self Government  

95. Who is the Queen’s representative in the provinces? 

a) Prime Minister     b) Governor General      c) Lieutenant-Governor       d) Commissioner 

96. Who was Canada’s Prime Minister when the Meech Lake Accord was adopted in Ottawa in 1987? 

a) Pierre Trudeau     b) BrianMulroney     c) John Turner     d) Paul Martin 

97. Which political party has been in power in Canada since the General Election of 2015? 

a) The Liberal Party     b) The Conservative Party     c) The Green Party      d) The New Democratic Party 
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98. What are the responsibilities of the provincial governments? 

a) National defense and foreign policy  b) Education and healthcare  c) Citizenship and highways  d) Recycling 

and determining the borders of cities 

99. Where are the Parliament buildings located? 

a) In Toronto      b) In Quebec     c) In Ottawa     d) In Montreal 

100. What is the name of the current representative of the Queen of Canada, the Governor General of Canada? 

a) Adrienne Clarkson     b) David Johnston      c) Michaëlle Jean      d) Roméo LeBlanc 

101.  How many senators were appointed on the advice of Prime Minister Justin Trudeau? 

a) 10    b) 4   c) 52   d) 0 

 

VII. Answer the following questions. 

 

102.   What are the three levels of government in Canada?   

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

103. What historical figure does the “Riel House National Historic Site of Canada” commemorate? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

104. Give the name of the Canadian Nobel prize winner in literature. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

105.   Who are the Aboriginal people of Canada? Give the names of three groups of Aboriginal peoples recognized 

by the Canadian Constitution. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

106. What does the Day of the Apology refer to in relation to Aboriginal communities in Canada?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

107. What Canadian city is jokingly considered the Mosquito Capital of North America?   

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

108. What is Casimir Gzowski famous for?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

109. Give names of three Polish Canadian writers. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

110. What is Eva Stachniak’s favorite literary genre? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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V EDYCJA 

„OGÓLNOPOLSKIEGO KONKURSU WIEDZY O KANADZIE- DISCOVER CANADA 2018” 

 

                       ETAP SZKOLNY 

Czas pracy: 90 minut 

                       Liczba punktów możliwych do uzyskania: 110 

 

IMIĘ I NAZWISKO UCZNIA ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

SZKOŁA …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

IMIĘ I NAZWISKO NAUCZYCIELA PROWADZĄCEGO …………………………………………………………… 

 

Arkusz liczy 8 stron i zawiera 110 pytań otwartych i zamkniętych. W pytaniach zamkniętych tylko jedna odpowiedź 

jest poprawna. W pytaniach otwartych wymagana jest pełna poprawność.  Test został podzielony na dwie części 

leksykalno-gramatyczną i kulturową. Prosimy o zaznaczanie prawidłowych odpowiedzi na arkuszu. Test należy 

rozwiązywać samodzielnie. 

Good luck! 

CZĘŚĆ LEKSYKALNO-GRAMATYCZNA 

I. Choose the correct item. 

1. It is generally recognized that stress is a major ………………. of heart disease. 

a) reason      b) purpose  c) motive  d) cause 

2. Teachers were turning a blind ……………… to smoking in school. 

a) eye         b)ear  c)chin     d) lip 

3. Bob bears a …………………… resemblance to his dad. 

a) shaking b)striking c) stirring d) touching 

4. I’ve read this book several times. I know it…………………… 

a)   forwards        b) backwards c) downwards d) upwards 

5. Uncle Tom was the first member of my family to pass ……….. quite young 

a) round  b) over  c) away   d) out 

6. The local council has decided to cut ……………... on funding for education. 

a) back   b) off      c) away  d) out 

7. Mary had a terrible  jet …………… after spending 9 hours on the plane to Canada. 

a) log  b) lag  c) leg  d) lid 

8. The Police say that hopes of finding the woman alive are ………………  

a) fading     b) darkening   c) going    d) lacking 

9. You know what they say – time ……………… when you’re having fun!’ 

a) drags b) goes   c) passes d) flies 

10. You have to read between the lines to …………….. the hidden meaning behind his words. 

a) grip    b) grasp c) seize   d) clutch 
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II. Think of one word which can be used appropriately in all three sentences. 

 

 

11. The headmistress outlined her……………… for the future of our school .  

His ……………… became blurred after being struck on the head. 

When the cars overtake you, they are temporarily outside your field of …………………. 

12. I’ve got a few ………… and ends to take from my old apartment.  

Jack’s behavior is at …………… with the interests of my dad’s company. 

The ………….. are that they will win the competition again. 

13. Trains are the most popular ……………….. of transport in India.  

This situation is by no ……………….. hopeless. 

Can I take my suitcase? By all ……………... 

14. Every time you mention his name she is embarrassed and goes ……………..  

When the investors from Germany arrived, my boss gave them the ………. carpet treatment. 

Entrepreneurs today are burdened with …………… tape and constant monitoring. 

15. When you’ve ……………. the eggs, add salt and pepper.  

Young people love to explore, get off the …………. track and immerse themselves in different cultures. 

Our team has not been ………….. yet! We’re invincible! 

  

III. Write in the correct words. 

 

16. The magician waved his magic w _ _ _  and the rabbit disappeared.   

17. I’m perfectly all right. I’m as fit as a f _ _ _ _ _.   

18. A dishwasher is probably the most useful household a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.    

19. The doctor diagnosed me with i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ cause I’ve been having problems sleeping at night. 

20. Helen played the trumpet in the university b _ _ _ _  band two years ago.  

   

IV. Complete the sentences with the correct forms of the words in the brackets. 

 

21. The discovery of penicillin led to the ….......................... (develop) of antibiotics. 

22. The hotel’s location was very ..................................... (convenient) and we spent a fortune on taxis. 

23. The  elephant is endangered because of habitat.......................... (lose) and illegal hunting. 

24. Jeremy lost his credit card and was ............................... (able) to pay for dinner. 

25. Millions of people  around the world live in extreme …........................ (poor). 

26. We should not judge people by their ….............................. ( appear). 

27. Egypt is the most............................ (heavy) populated country in the world. 

28. Anna is finding it hard to .....................................(memory) her lines for the school play. 

29. The play got lots of ….............................. (cover) in the news. 

30. All the actors must attend the  dress  ….................................. ( rehearse) before the opening night. 
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V. Complete the sentences using the words in bold. Use two to five words. 
 

31. I haven’t been on holiday for two years. 

since   It’s ……………………………………………………………………….on holiday. 

32. Shall I order a taxi for you? 

me  Would …………………………………………………………………order a taxi for you? 

33. I regret leaving my job. 

wish  I …………………………………………………………...my job. 

34. Somebody stole my wallet yesterday.  

stolen  I ………………………………………………………...yesterday. 

35. “I think the film was great too”, said Tom. 

agreed  Tom …………………………………………………………...great. 

36. Police arrested the thief last night. 

was The thief………………………………………………………...last night. 

37. “Why don’t we take a taxi?” said Mary. 

suggested  Mary ………………………………………………………...a taxi. 

38. If you don’t lend us some money, we won’t be able to buy a new car. 

unless  We won’t be able to buy a new car ………………………………………………………...some money. 

39. You didn’t need to buy me this ring. 

have  You ……………………………………………………………...this ring. 

40. They gave him a gold watch when he retired. 

was  A gold watch ………………………………………………………………….when he retired. 
 

VI. Choose the correct item. 
 

41. 'I didn't know Mary was ill.”  '…...... did I” 

 a)  Nor             b) So            c) But           d)  Either 

42. We don't know when he ….... back. 

 a) comes        b) had come        c) will come     d) has come 

43. Mark admitted to ….. the neighbour's window. 

 a) having broken          b) having been broken         c) break            d) be broken 

44. The recycling bin ………. every Monday morning starting from next week. 

a) has been collected      b) is collected     c) will be collected         d) is being collected 

45. Billy is taking part in a walk to raise money for ………. homeless. 

      a) the            b)—              c) an          d) a 

46. If only I ………. more money, I could have gone on holiday with you. 

      a) would save        b) had saved          c) saved             d) could save 

47. The law clearly states that you .......... camp in this area. 

      a) mustn't     b) should not      c)  needn't       d) wouldn’t 

48. If you .......... more, you’d feel a lot better. 

       a) exercise       b)will exercise    c) would exercise        d) exercised  

49. More .......... people are choosing to spend their holidays at home instead of abroad. 

      a) than most         b) than many         c) and most           d) and more 

50. You had better .......... a warm jumper with you in case it gets cold. 

      a) to bring        b) bring          c) be bringing        d) bringing 
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CZĘŚĆ KULTUROWA 

VII.   Choose the correct answer. 

51. This film director received the best director awards for such films as Videodrome, Crash and Spider. His History 
of Violence was nominated for Oscar. Who is the film director?  
 

a) Atom Egoyan   b) Guy Maddin    c) David Cronenberg    d) Don Shebib  

52. The British North America act is also known as: 

a) The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms  b) Constitution Act of 1982 
c)  The Charlottetown Accord     d) Constitution Act of 1867 
 
53. The first European settlement in North America is known as: 

 

a) Jamestown  b) New France    c) L’Anse aux Meadows            d) Kanata  

54. Which Canadian port is the largest and busiest? 
 
a) Port of Montreal  b) Port of Prince Rupert           c) Port of Halifax         d) Port of Vancouver 

55. When the first European settlers arrived in present-day Manitoba in 1612, this territory was inhabited by: 

a) Haida     b) Kwakwaka’wakw    c) Mi’kmaq    d) Ojibwa 

56. This film narrates a true story of the “gentleman bandit” Bill Miner and Canada’s first train robbery. What is its 
title? 
 

a) The Grey Fox   b) The Adjustor        c) Nobody Waved Good-Bye      d) The Sweet Hereafter  

57. How many senators does the Governor General appoint at the request of the Prime Minister? 

a) 100     b) 105     c) 50     d) 88 

58. The capital city of the province of New Brunswick is: 

a) Vancouver     b) Toronto   c) Fredericton   d) Edmonton 

59. What is Inuktitut? 

a) Stones piled to look like a human being used to mark trails and food caches.    b) Berry drying rack.     
c) One of the Inuit languages. d) Petroglyphs „rock writing” probably carved about 1,000 years ago. 

60. Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982  divides the Aboriginal Peoples of Canada into: 

a) Indian, Inuit, Haida     b) Cree, Inuit, Métis  
c) Indian, Haida, Métis        d) Indian, Inuit, Métis 

61. What is the name of the Canadian novelist who has written a complex story about a Polish Jewish boy escaping 
Poland via Greece to Toronto? 

a) Margaret Laurence   b) Alice Munro   c) Gabrielle Roy    d) Anne Michaels  
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62. The first Métis people of Canada were of which origin: 

a) mixed French and Indigenous ancestry b) mixed African and European ancestry 
c) mixed French and British ancestry   d) mixed British and African ancestry 

63. Which Aboriginal group does not belong to the Northwest Coast region: 

a) Haida  b) Nisga’a c) Tsimshian  d) Ojibwa 

64. Which Polish immigrant to Canada was an army surgeon of the Hesse-Haynau regiment? 

a) August F. Globenski  b) Karol Blaskowitz  c) Izaak Helmuth d) Louis Dudek 

65. The largest Polish communities are located in: 
 

a)  Calgary   b) Toronto  c) Saskatoon  d) Edmonton 

66. Under which Prime Minister Canadian government first declared its commitment to the principle of 
multiculturalism: 

a) W.L. Mackenzie King  b) Pierre Trudeau c) Lester B. Pearson d) Brian Mulroney 

67. The Seven Years War (1756-1763) in Europe is referred to in Canada as: 

a)  The French and Indian War         b) Fur Wars         c) Revolutionary War        d) Civil War 

68. Give the name of the artist who originated the pictographic style or, in other words, the “legend painting" or "x-ray 
art": 

 
a) A.Y. Jackson   b) Emily Carr     c) Norval Morriseau     d) Ray Mead 

69. Besides English and Canadian which two ethic origins are among the most popular choices made in 2011 census?
  

a) American and French  b) French and Scottish   
c) First Nations and Chinese   d) Indian and French 
 
70. The most commonly spoken indigenous language in Canada currently is: 

a) Mi’kmaq  b) Tsimshian   c) Ojibway  d) Cree  

71. Constitutionally, Canada’s head of state is Queen Elizabeth II. Who is her representative at the federal level? 

a) Senators b) Prime Minister c) Governor General  d) Commissioner  

72. W.O. Mitchell’s novel Who Has Seen the Wind (1947) is about a young boy’s growing up in  the 1930s in the 
Canadian prairies,  and specifically in this province: 

a) Ontario   b) Saskatchewan  c) Alberta   d) New Brunswick 

73. Which Canadian Prime Minister won the Noble Peace Prize? 

a) Pierre Trudeau b) Lester B. Pearson c) Justin Trudeau  d) Sir John A. Macdonald 
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74. Which book presented a first major challenge to the concept of the melting pot and argued that Canada may 

benefit from the cultural diversity of its various ethnic groups? 

a) Canadian Mosaic: The Making of a Northern Nation by John Murray Gibbon 

b) Vertical Mosaic: An Analysis of Social Class and Power in Canada by John Porter 

c) The Encyclopedia of Canada's Peoples by Paul Robert Magocsi 

d) Multicultural Citizenship by Will Kymlicka 

75. Cornelius David Krieghoff is particularly known for his paintings of: 
 

a) northern landscapes       b) rural francophones  c) animals   d) anglophone children 
 

76. A body of work created by Karl Beam raises many problems related to the celebration of the 500th anniversary of 
Columbus’ arrival in the Americas. What is the title of this project? 
 

a) Pocahontas Project   b) Colonial project   c) The Columbus Project    d) Discover America project 
 

77. The artist Tom Thomson whose style inspired the Group of Seven painters, was famous not only for such 
masterpieces as The West Wind and Jack Pine but also for his 
 

a) excessive  drinking    b) love affairs    c) death in mysterious circumstances   
d) death in his studio 
 
78. The first Inuktitut-language feature film ever made, based on an Inuit story, directed by Zacharias Kunuk, was 

entitled: 
 

a) Atanarka    b)  Atanarjuat   c) Atamaka    d) Atanara 
 

79. Which of these artists was not a member of the Group of Seven? 
 
a) Lawren Harris   b) A.Y. Jackson   c) J.E.H. MacDonald    d) Alex Colville 

80. In the Canadian Parliament, who is responsible for the hiring of government officials? 

a) The Queen    b) The Prime Minister       c) The Governor General       d) The Lieutenant Governor 

81. A quilted cotton entitled Reason over Passion is a work of art by: 
 
a) Joyce Wieland   b) Emily Carr    c) Kazuo Nakamura    d) Anne Savage  
 
82. What is the title of Don Shebib’s  realistic drama about two unemployed men  who travel from Cape Breton, Nova 

Scotia, to Toronto in search of a better life? The film is  considered  a Canadian classic today. 
 

a) Goin’ Down the Road   b) Gunless      c) The Boys     d) Sweet Hereafter 
 
 
83. Which government document established a legislation to protect ethnic, racial, linguistic and religious diversity 

within Canadian society: 

a) Canadian Multiculturalism Act   b) Constitution Act of 1982 
c) The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms  d) The Charlottetown Accord    
 
 
84. Which of the following films has not been directed by Denis Arcand? 

 
a) Jésus de Montréal     b) Le déclin de l'empire américain   
c) Les Invasions barbares     d) La vraie nature de Bernadette  
 
85. In 2007 Guy Maddin  produced a film whose title refers to this capital of one of Canadian provinces:   

 
a) My Regina     b) My Winnipeg   c) My Victoria    d) My Halifax  
 
86. According to the 2011 census, how many Canadians were born outside the country: 

a) 50%   b) 65%   c) 21%   d) 40% 
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87. This writer is primarily known for his Booker Prize winning novel which was turned into the Academy Award 
winning film, The English Patient (1992). What is his name?  

a) Michael Ondaatje     b) Michael Winter    c) Joseph Boyden     d) Hugh MacLennan 

88. Who of the following writers does not represent the Indigenous people of Canada?  

a) Eden Robinson    b) Thomas King    c) Tomson Highway   d) Stephen Leacock 

89. How is the Prime Minister (PM) elected in Canada: 

a) The leader of the party that obtained the most seats in the House of Commons becomes the PM 
b) The Candidate who received the highest number of votes becomes the PM 
c) The PM is appointed by the Queen 
d) The Parliament elects the PM 

90. Yann Martel is best known for his striking novel,  turned into a film of the same title,  about a  young Tamil boy 
who survives 227 days on a lifeboat in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, in a company of a Bengal Tiger. What is the 
title of this book? 

a) Life of Pi     b) Bengal Tiger   c)  Tiger in the Ocean    d) Life with a Bengal Tiger 

 

VIII. Answer the following questions. 

91. Name five distinct regions of Canada. 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

92. Leonard Cohen achieved international recognition not only for his music and poetry, but also for his provocative 
1966 novel which has been called "one of the most radical and extraordinary works of fiction ever published in 
Canada." What is its title? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

93. Name the Canadian province which has the largest French speaking population outside of Quebec. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

94. Nominated for the Nobel Prize in Literature, she is the author of such award winning novels as The Blind Assassin, 
Circle Game,  The Handmaid’s Tale,  Alias Grace or the Robber Bride.        

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

95. Which document declared Canada a bilingual nation where all citizens had a right to speak either French or 
English 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

96. In her critically acclaimed novel Obasan, Joy Kogawa exposed one of the dark chapters in Canadian history. What 
is the historical event narrated in the novel? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

97. What does the term Status Indian refer to: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

98. Bon Cop, Bad Cop,  directed by Eric Canuel, released in anglophone and francophone versions,  offers insights into 
one of Canadian cultural stereotypes. What is the stereotype? 
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………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

99. Who can vote in a Canadian federal election? Name at least two requirements. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

100. This  2010 comedy western  by writer-director William Phillips plays on „Canadians’ reputation for being polite 
and friendly”. Give the title of this film:  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

101. Canada’s first war to be fought under Canadian command was: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

102. This film is based on  Annie Proulx’s Pulitzer-winning novel The Shipping News.  It  captures  „the unusual accent 
of the locals, which blends French, Irish, and Scottish Gaelic,” of one of Canadian provinces. Give the name of this 
province:  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

103. The homeland of the Inuit people is referred to as: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

104. What is the Idle No More movement? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

105. This painter was a member of Painters Eleven. During the Second World War he was interned with other 
Japanese Canadians. Give his name:  

 
  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

106. Name the valley in south-central British Columbia which is characterized by a flourishing wine industry. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

107. What is the name of the painter of Ukrainian heritage who was famous for realistic and symbolic paintings 
representing his culture and religious vision?  

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

108. Which are the two most commonly spoken languages in Canada other than English and French? 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

109.  Big Raven was painted in 1931 by this female Canadian painter living in Vancouver:  
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

110.  What were the reasons behind Polish migration to Canada in 19th century? Mention at least one reason. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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CZĘŚĆ LEKSYKALNO-GRAMATYCZNA 

I. Choose the correct item. 

1. John Ronald Reuel Tolkien, one of the most ……………. authors in history, was appointed   
Commander of the Order of the British Empire by Queen Elizabeth II on 28 March 1972. 

a) acclaimed  b) exaggerated c) inflated d) elevated 

2. One of the ……………… influence on children today is that of their peers 

a)  heaviest       b) strongest c) fattest  d) hardest 

3. He had gone to Paris on a business trip, while there, he killed two birds with one ……….. and 
visited his friends also. 

a) pebble b) block  c) rock             d) stone 

4. We threw water in his face to try and bring him…………….. 

a)   in       b) round c) back  d) over 

5. In court, he …………… guilty to two charges of theft. 

a) admitted b) was  c) pleaded d) claimed 

6. The story was published with the ……….. purpose of selling his latest book. 

a) sole  b) lone  c) solo  d) individual 

7. She knew she was on the …………… of losing her job, however the investor saved her company with 
a large financial contribution. 
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a) day    b) basis    c) edge  d) verge 

8. Losers are traditionally expected to keep a stiff ……….. lip and not let their disappointment show. 

a) bigger b) middle  c) upper d) lower 

9. The doctor told me that it is a very ………………… disease so we may all catch it soon! 

a) spreading b) contagious c) nagging d) fine 

10. Monika passed her finals with ………………. colours. 

a)  light  b) bright c) flowing d) flying 

 

II. Think of one word which can be used appropriately in all three sentences. 
 
 

11. You have your whole …………… ahead of you. 

Ben felt her neck for a pulse or any other sign of …………….. 

He is lecturing on the ………… and times of Dickens. 

12. He returned from the war a …………….. man. 

Tom died three months later, I believe of a ……………. heart. 

Monica has just ……………… a leg and is recovering at home. 

13. I dreamt I saw my mother again with her ……………. stretched out towards me. 

He was born in Brighton, to a Durham family which possessed its own coat of …………….. 

The workers were up in ……………….  about the proposed pay cuts. 

14. David bent …………….. to tie his shoelace. 

Kate's kind of  ………….. in the dumps at the moment -- why don't you buy her something to cheer 
her up? 

We’ve almost got enough money to make a ……………. payment on a house. 

15. I’ll inherit the money when I ……………. of age. 

Work on our project has ………….. to a stop because of lack of money. 

The students often ………… up with a number of interesting questions after the lecture. 

  
III. Write in the correct words. 

 

16. She’ll be l _ _ _ _ when she finds out that you smashed her favourite vase.  

17. We live in an area surrounded by p _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ countryside. It is so beautiful here!  

18. More should be done to promote s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ agriculture, which uses methods that 

don’t harm the environment.  

19. Well, to put it b _ _ _ _ _ _ , I think that what you did was inexcusable.  

20. Amanda was d _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ from hospital last night, where she spent two weeks. 

 

IV. Complete the sentences with the correct forms of the words in the brackets. 

21. In the twentieth century, there was a …....................... (grow) in the number of people going on 

activity holidays. 

22. Swimming with dolphins is for sure an ….......................... (forget) experience. 
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23. My tutor is a very …............................ (sense) person. I'm sure her advice will help you. 

24. The job offers the …............................ (possible) of working with famous people. 

25. Many people became ...............................  (employ) after the factory had closed down. 

26. Look at her designer clothes! She must be a very …....................... (wealth) person. 

27. The actress became …............................... (notice) thinner for her role. 

28. David lost …..................................... (conscious) and fell to the ground. 

29. Consuming a lot of sweets is ….............................. (healthy) and can lead to obesity. 

30. The teacher looked at me in …............................... (believe) when I told her I had seen UFO. 

 

V. Complete the sentences using the words in bold. Use two to five words. 

31. It's possible that the carpet started burning when a candle fell over. 

HAVE   The carpet …........................................... fire when a candle fell over. 

32. It seems that the fridge is no longer working. 

IF         It looks as .................................................... down. 

33. It would be pointless to ask John for help with your project. 

USE       It  ….................................................... John for help with your project. 

34. You will never see a more beautiful sight anywhere in the world .                      

 WILL   Nowhere in the world ............................................................. a more beautiful sight. 

35. The teacher insisted that the students write the test again. 

MADE         The teacher …............................................................... the test again. 

36. I am sure she was participating in the last year tournament. 

BEEN          She …........................................................... in the last year tournament. 

37. Someone has stolen a sculpture  from a private collector's house. 

HAD         A private collector …............................................... from his house. 

38. It's a shame more people don't read books. 

WOULD     I wish ............................................................ books. 

39.  Mr. Black said Mr. White had copied his report. 

ACCUSED  Mr. Black ….......................................................... his report. 

40. There was very little to do on the summer camp. 

HARDLY    There was …............................................................ on the summer camp. 

 

VI. Choose the correct item. 

41. They say that …............... you are the more friends you have. 

a) the richest    b) the richer     c) more richer    d) the more richer 

42. Only a few people were at my lecture last Monday. If only the students .............  earlier. 

a) had informed    b) had been informed    c) was informed    d) would be informed 

43. When I was a kid I was used to …................. 
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a) telling not to tease animals    b) tell not to tease    c) being told not to tease animals d) be told not to 

tease 

44. When I read the letter, I got so angry that I .............. it to pieces. 

a) took    b) teared    c) tore    d) torn 

45. I am the most intelligent and modest girl you have ever met, …...........? 

a) am I    b) aren't I    c) is it    d) do I 

46. It's nearly eleven o'clock. It is time ................... 

a) for us to leave    b) we leave     c) for us leaving   d) for us leave 

47. The woman about ….......... you are talking is much older than my mother-in-law. 

a) which    b) who    c) whose    d) whom 

48. Susan …........................... the key. I cannot see it anywhere. 

a) needn't have taken    b) must have taken    c) should have taken   d) could have taken 

49. I haven't got too many online friends but he has even …................. 

a) less many    b) less    c) fewest    d) fewer 

50. They would have better results if they .................. harder all the previous year. 

a) had worked   b) work    c) worked    d) were worked 

 

CZĘŚĆ KULTUROWA 

VII. Choose the correct answer. 
 

51. What is the name of  Canada’s highest peak? 

a) Mount Columbia   b) Mount Logan   c) Mount Fairweather   d) Barbeau Peak 

52. In the speech during the Polish Festival in Toronto in September 2018,  Justin Trudeau made it 

clear that the strength of Canada  is grounded in: 

a) multicultural politics  b)  diversity of population   c) democratic government  d) strong economy 

53. The first Asian  immigrants to Canada in the mid-19th century were: 

a) Indians   b) Chinese   c) Japanese   d) Korean 

54. The name of the Province of Saskatchewan comes from the Cree name for the Saskatchewan River, 

“Kisiskatchewanisipi” , and translates into: 

a) our land   b) great river   c) swift-flowing river   d) sparkling water 
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55. Where is Żurakowski Park located (park dedicated to the memory of the greatest Polish-Canadian 

test pilot Janusz Żurakowski)?     

a) Barry’s Bay   b) Brandford    c) Ottawa   d) St. Catharines 

56. The Métis language which evolved from a mixture of French and Plains Cree is called: 

a) Michif   b) Dene   c) Mi’kmaq   d) Nitinaht 

57. Who was the founder of the City of York (now Toronto)? 

a) John Graves Simcoe   b) Robert Baldwin   c) Joseph Howe   d) Sir Leonard Tilley 

58. Which of the following books was not written by Ewa Stachniak? 

a) Necessary Lies  b) Garden of Venus  c)  Survival      d) Catherine the Great 

59. Which two cities have the highest number of visible minorities? 

a) Vancouver and Toronto   b) Edmonton and Montreal    c) Ottawa and Calgary  

d) Calgary and Winnipeg 

60. Where did the first known Japanese immigrant, Manzo Nagano,  settle? 

a) Vancouver   b) Calgary   c) Tofino   d) Victoria 

61. Who is the author of a memoir entitled Drunk Mum? 

a) Ewa Stachniak  b) Jowita Bydlowska  c) Anna Szado   d)Aga Maksimowska 

62. The first telegraph in Canada was opened for use in 1846 between: 

a) Calgary and Edmonton   b) Montreal and Quebec City   c) Toronto and Hamilton 

d) Ottawa and Toronto 

63. After whose exploration of the St. Lawrence River in 1534 did the French colonists begin to settle 

New France ? 

a) Samuel de Champlain’s   b) Jacques Cartier’s   c) Jean Baptiste Talon’s   d) Pierre le Moyne’s 

64. Before a bill becomes law it must receive:  

a) Royal Assent   b) Throne Speech   c) Voters List   d) Government Orders 

65. What is the title of the short story collection by Andrew Borkowski,  “inspired by his childhood and 

youth which he spent among the Polish community in Roncesvalles”?  

a) Chopin Avenue   b) Gzowski Avenue   c)  Roncesvalles Avenue   d) Copernicus Avenue 

66. What is the percentage of Indigenous population in Canada (according to 2016 census)? 

a) 6,9%   b) 3,5%   c) 4,9%   d) 2,5% 

67. Who is the current Minister of Innovation, Science and Economic Development? 

a) Bill Morneau   b) Jim Carr   c) Navdeep Bains   d) Domnic LeBlanc   
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68. Give the title of the first Inuktitut-language feature film ever made: 

a) The Grizzlies  b) Angry Inuk   c) Brother Bear  d) Atanarjuat 

69. The Iroquoian people, the Kanyen'kehà:ka, lived in: 

a) Tipis   b) Longhouses   c) Plank houses   d) Igloo 

70. Which is the oldest and the most historically successful political party in Canada? 

a) The Liberal Party of Canada   b) The Bloc Quebecois   c) The Conservative Party of Canada 

d) The Social Credit Party 

71. David Cronenberg,  Guy Maddin and Atom Egoyan are Canada’s  

a) writers   b) singers   c) film directors   d) painters 

72. What is  the turban, a required article in the observance of the Sikh faith, called by Sikhs? 

a) Kesh   b) Rumal   c) Dastaar   d) Chunni 

73. What is the name of a group of politicians belonging to the same political party? 

a) Backbenchers   b) Caucus   c) Frontbenchers   d) Shadow cabinet 

74. Which of Canadian galleries features over 300 works from the Group of Seven and Tom Thomson?  

a) Art Gallery of Ontario  b) Art Gallery of Nova Scotia c) Art Gallery of Southwestern Manitoba   

d) Contemporary Art Museum of Montreal 

75. Which animal was most important for survival to the Blackfoot people?  

a) Whales   b) Moose   c) Buffalo   d) Beaver 

76. How many parts is the Canadian Constitution Act divided into? 

a) 147   b) 112   c) 11   d) 37 

77. Identify the director of the film Jésus de Montréal: 

a) Francis Mankiewicz    b) Claude Jutra    c) Denys Arcand    d) Sarah Polley 

78. Canada became the ultimate destination of the secret network organized by American abolitionists 

to transport escaped slaves to freedom. What is the name of the secret network?  

a) Underground Railroad   b) Trails of Tears   c) Komogata Maru   d) Passage 

79. Which province became the first to grant voting rights to women? 

a) Ontario   b) Quebec   c) New Brunswick    d) Manitoba 

80. Which of the following writers is of an Indigenous background (Haisla and Heiltsuk First 

Nations)? 

a) Yann Martel    b) Eden Robinson  c) Michael Ondaatje  d) Joy Kogawa 
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81. What is the name of the Beothuk woman who was captured and renamed “Mary March” by her 

captors in 1819? 

a) Pocahontas   b) Demasduit   c) Pauline Johnson   d) Shanawdithit 

82. Who is the author of The Edible Woman?  

a) Margaret Laurence    b) Margaret Atwood   c) Alice Munro    d) Joy Kogawa 

83. Which of Michael Ondaatje’s novels has been adapted into an Oscar-winning film? 

a) In the Skin of a Lion    b)   Anil’s Ghost    c) Warlight        d) The English Patient 

84. What is the term used to refer to all the northern territories where Inuit people live? It means “the 

place where Inuit live.”  

a) Inuvialuit   b) Nunavik   c) Inuit Nunangat   d) Nunatsiavut 

85. What is the percentage of Canadian population with Polish diaspora roots (according to 2016 

census)? 

a) 5%       b) 8%      c) 3%       d)  2%  

86. Which of the authors is known for writing about a  Jewish community of Montreal? 

a) Ian Martel  b) Joseph Boyden  c) Gabrielle Roy  d) Mordecai Richler 

87. In which cultural areas are the territories of the Haida, Nuu-chah-nulth and Kwakwaka’wakw 

people  located? 

a) The Arctic   b) The Northwest Coast   c) The Subarctic   d) The Plains 

88. Which of Canadian galleries / museums was in 1972 the site of the largest art theft robbery in 

Canada’s history? The works of art,  including a Rembrandt,  have never been recovered.   

a) Montreal Museum of Fine Arts    b) Vancouver Art Gallery     c) Art Gallery of Nova Scotia    

d)  National Gallery of Canada 

89. Which Canadian politician was one of the Fathers of Confederation? 

a) Sir Richard Squires   b) Sir John Campbell   c) Sir William Hearst   d) George Howard Ferguson 

90. Which of the films marks the beginning of the film industry in English Canada? 

a) Goin' Down the Road    b) I've Heard the Mermaids Singing     c) My Winnipeg      d) Léolo 

VIII. Answer the following questions. 

91. Give the name of the first Polish settlement in Canada? 

______________________________________________________________________ 

92. The principal statute through which the federal government manages a variety of issues 

concerning Indigenous affairs such as Indian status, local First Nations governments or the 

management of reserve land, is called: 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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93. What is the common term used to refer to the Atlantic Provinces? 

______________________________________________________________________ 

94. Give the title of the world’s first Haida-language feature film  premiered at TIFF in September 

2018, co-directed by Gwaai Edenshaw and Helen Haig-Brown: 

______________________________________________________________________ 

95. Pluralism in reference to multiculturalism in Canada is represented by the ________ metaphor? 

 

96. Name Canada’s three northern territories. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

97. What is the name of the first significant group of Polish group-settlers in Canada? 

______________________________________________________________________ 

98. Which is the top visible minority group in Canada according to Statistics Canada 2016? 

______________________________________________________________________ 

99. Quebec has had several other names throughout its history. Name one of them. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

100. Give the name of the Canadian gallery which has the nation’s most comprehensive collection of 

Canadian art? 

______________________________________________________________________ 

101.  Why did British Columbia decide to join Canada in 1871? 

______________________________________________________________________ 

102. Why did Prime Minister Sir John McDonald establish the North West Mounted Police (NWMP) 

after the first Metis uprising? 

______________________________________________________________________ 

103. There is a ceremony integral to the governing structure, culture and spiritual traditions of various 

First Nations living on the Northwest Coast. One of its functions is to redistribute wealth. What is 

this ceremony called? 

______________________________________________________________________ 

104. Name the place where the last spike was driven by Donald Smith to celebrate the completion of 

the Canadian Pacific Railway in 1885. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

105. Canada is a_______________ society, a society historically based on colonization through 

foreign settlement and displacement of Aboriginal inhabitants, so immigration is the major 

influence on population diversity.  
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106. In modern Canadian politics, who are the so-called “instant members” of political parties? 

______________________________________________________________________ 

107. Which Act ended the British legislative jurisdiction over Canada in 1982? 

______________________________________________________________________ 

108. What is the meaning of the word Haida Gwaii? 

______________________________________________________________________ 

109. Which federal act or program was designed to address Québécois nationalism? 

______________________________________________________________________ 

110.  Name one cultural ceremony or ritual of the Cree people. 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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CZĘŚĆ LEKSYKALNO-GRAMATYCZNA 

I. Choose the correct item. 
 
1. Jane is leaving the company and has handed in her .......... 

a) warning   b) notice  c) note     d) letter 

2. Everyone congratulated Ann ……………… her promotion. 

a)  on       b) with   c) for     d) in 

3. I need to cut …………. sweets to lose weight. 

a) out of  b) out off  c) down with        d) down on 

4. If we don’t act now, many …………. species will become extinct. 

a)  dangerous      b) scared  c) endangered  d) risked 

5. We broke our .......... so we could get out of the car and stretch our legs. 

a) journey  b) excursion  c) voyage  d) travel 

6. Due to the lack of rain in southern England, there is now a water .......... in the area. 

a)  depletion      b) shortage      c) exploitation    d) risk 

7. Hannah was .......... when she saw the enormous spider and she screamed in terror. 

a) devastated      b) disheartened    c) tense     d) petrified 

8. The exhaust .......... released by cars are poisonous for the Earth’s atmosphere. 

a)  fuels     b)  fumes     c) gases       d) spills 
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9. Mike hates the idea of going to a .......... school because that would mean living away from home. 

a) vocational      b) nursery       c) specialist     d) boarding 

10. The actor’s decision to retire so early .......... many questions about his health. 

a)  rose     b) grew      c) drew       d) raised 

II. Think of one word which can be used appropriately in all three sentences. 
 

11. We don’t take much ………………….. of the dress code at work and we tend to wear what we like. 

       I just saw the manager putting up a ………………………. advertising for a part time sales assistant. 

       You didn’t happen to ………………………… where I put that file, did you? 

12. Karen is in a higher ……………………. than me at work so I don’t feel I can criticize her. 

     Your sales figures have fallen so you’re in no …………………………... to ask for a higher salary. 

      What’s the company’s ………………………. on hiring people without a suitable degree? 

13. You need to …………………………… the fact that that Susan doesn’t want to go out with you anymore. 

       The team will be attempting to climb the north …………………………. of the mountain tomorrow. 

       He was looking the other way so I asked him to turn round and …………………….me. 

14. Adults are supposed to be …………………... learners compared to children. 

       The first part of the film was so ……………….. that my wife fell asleep at one point. 

       I forgot that my watch was ten minutes ……………… so I missed my train. 

15. If Anna continues to win so many contracts, she’ll have a …………………….….., if not brilliant future in 
this company. 

       It was Sam that had had the …………………… idea to redesigning the company logo. 

       The day began cloudy and cool but ended with ……………………. sunshine and warm temperature. 

  
III. Write in the correct words. 

 
16. Sara is a pain in the n_ _ _ and annoys everyone all the time. 
17.  Philip doesn’t accept other people’s ideas. He is n_ _ _ _ _ - m _ _ _ _ _. 
18.  James will be able to r _ _ _ _ _ after 35 years on the job. 
19. Human activities such as burning f _ _ _ _ _   fuels produce carbon dioxide. 
20. Please f _ _ _ _ _   your seatbelts as the aeroplane is about to land. 

 
IV. Complete the sentences with the correct forms of the words in the brackets. 

21. Professor Smith has a thorough …………………………….. (KNOW) of ancient history. 
22. Do you have a more ……………………………… (DETAIL) map of this area? 
23. We are living in an age of rapid ……………………………………….. (TECHNOLOGY) change. 
24. The cost of ……………………………….. (MEMBER) is quite high compared with other golf clubs in this 

area. 
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25. The lecture on game theory was not as …………………………… (INFORM) as I was led to believe. 
26. Reading books is the best way to …………………………. (RICH) your vocabulary. 
27. If you prove your ……………………..…………. (WILL) to work hard, you will be accepted. 
28. Sauna can help to …………………………… (RELIEF) stress and anxiety. 
29. Being ……………………….………….. (WEIGHT) or obese increases the risk of developing high blood 

pressure or diabetes. 
30. Adam chose to live in Żory because it was ……………………………… (CONVENIENCE) close to 

Katowice. 
 

V. Complete the sentences using the words in bold. Use two to five words. 
31. They were laughing at him all the time. 

WAS                He ……………………………………………………... all the time. 

32. I am sure it was not Kate you saw in the club yesterday. 

CAN’T             You …………………………………………………… in the club yesterday. 

33. I would rather she came a bit later. 

PREFER         I would ………………………………………... a bit later. 

34. I will not lend you the money if you do not tell me what you need it for. 

UNLESS         I will not lend you the money ………………………………...what you need it for. 

35. They did not question any of us. 

NONE              ……………………………………………………………… by them. 

36. My views are the same as my parents’. 

DIFFERENCE   There ………………………………………………………….. my views and my parents’. 

37. There’s no need to buy so much food for the party. 

POINT                 There’s ………………………………………….. for the party. 

38. It’s a pity that she didn’t tell you the truth. 

WISH                   I …………………………………………………………………... the truth. 

39. The student said he was sorry he was late for the lesson. 

APOLOGISED    The student……………………………………………….. for the lesson. 

40. We hired a landscaper to design our beautiful garden. 

DESIGNED        We …………………………………………………………………... 

 

VI. Choose the correct item. 
41. Students ………………….. when the teacher entered the classroom. 

a) chatted     b) were chatting     c) had chatted      d) would chat 

42. I am looking forward …………………………. the graduation ceremony. 

a) to attend     b) to attending    c) attending     d) that we attended 

43. Mark is not keen on snorkeling, ……………………. he’s never tried it before. 

a)  although     b) regardless     c) despite that   d) even 
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44. Unfortunately …………………….. companies care about the environment. 

a) a few     b) little     c) few     d) a little 

45. I tried to ……………….. my father to give me a lift to school, but he didn’t. 

a) make     b) have    c) do     d) get 

46. I suggest ………….. a break and drink some coffee. 

a) that we take    b) us to take     c) us taking    d) to take 

47. Not only …………….. running, but she went to the gym as well. 

a) had she gone    b) she had gone    c) she went    d) did she go 

48. Susan acts …………………………... she were the boss of our company. 

a) as though    b) as long as    c) just as    d) only as 

49. You can use my laptop…………………. you give it back to me in the evening. 

a) in case     b) as long as    c) provided   d) unless 

50.  The flood is ………………... the last one. 

a) worse from    b) worse than    c) worst than    d) worst from  

 

CZĘŚĆ KULTUROWA 

VII. Choose the correct answer. 

51. What is the name of the writer whose texts are informed by the Jewish tradition and culture in 
Quebec? 
 

a) Mordecai Richler   b) Michael Ondaatje   c) Chava Rosenfarb   d) Adele Wiseman    
 

52. The Testaments is the most recent novel by Margaret Atwood for which she received a Booker 
Prize in 2019. The book is a sequel to Atwood’s earlier novel. Give the title of the book: 

 
a) Surfacing     b) Penelopiad      c) The Blind Assassin     d) The Handmaid's Tale 

53. Who has written the seminal Survival: A Thematic Guide to Canadian Literature, which is used in 
Canadian Studies programs around the world? 

a) Margaret Atwood   b)  Alice Munro       c) George Elliott Clarke    d) Erin Moure 

54. Give the name of the writer who is best known for his Booker Prize-winning 1992 novel The 
English Patient, which was adapted into a film starring Juliette Binoche: 

a)  Yann Martel      b) Leonard Cohen       c) Michael Ondaatje    d) William Gibson 

55. What is the name of the Anishinaabe-Canadian artist who represented Canada in the 2005 Venice 
Biennale, the first aboriginal woman to show her work in the Canadian pavilion in Venice? 

 
a) Monique Mojica  b) Alanis Obomsawin   c) Rebecca Belmore   d) Marie Clements 

56. Identify the Canadian artist who is primarily focused on sound, sound installations, and audio 
walks:    

a) Yousuf Karsh   b) Evan Penney  c) Janet Cardiff        d)  Jeff Wall  
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57. Who is responsible for creating the National Film Board of Canada in 1939? 
 
a) David Cronenberg  b) John Grierson    c) Denis Arcand   d) James Cameron 
 
58. Who is the most prominent Indigenous documentarian who has worked for NFB since the 1960s? 

 
a) Marie Clements   b) Loretta Todd        c) Sarah Polley      d)Alanis Obomsawin    

 
59. Who was Evelyn Lambart in the National Film Board of Canada?  

 
a) screenwriter   b) film animator   c) editor      d) administrator 
 
60. Name the province or territory where Zacharias Kunuk, film director and producer, was born and 

where he has been producing most of his documentaries and films:  
 

a) Nunavut      b) Northwestern Territories   c)  Yukon   d) Manitoba  
 
61. Double Happiness is a 1994 film by this Chinese-Canadian female director: 

 
a) Mina Shum    b) Lydia Kwan    c) Patricia Rozema    d) Sarah Polley 
 
62. Which of  the following  Canadian film directors played a role of Anne in the TV series entitled 

Anne of Green Gables? 
 

a) Mina Shum   b) Patricia Rozema  c) Sarah Polley     d) Marie Clements  
 
63. Identify a Canadian filmmaker in the list below: 

a) Patricia Rozema    b) Jane Campion    c) Tamara Jenkins    d) Karyn Kusama  

64. Which statement is NOT true about Indian reserve: 

a) Governance of the reserve is entrusted to an elected chief and band council 
b) It is a land governed by minister of Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada      
c) Living “on reserve” exempts native people from having to pay federal or provincial taxes 
d) It is a land held by the Crown but is for the use and benefit of the respective bands not a person 
65. The last Residential School closed in: 
a) 1996  b) 2016  c) 1960  d) 1980 
66. The livelihood of the Indigenous people living in the prairie provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan 

and Manitoba depended on which animal? 
 
a) salmon  b) whale c) buffalo  d) moose 
67. Inuit language is called: 
a) Inuksuit  b) Inukshuk c) Inuktitut d) Inunnguaq 
68. Which statement is INCORRECT about the Haida people  
a) Their inherited family crests are carved on totem poles 
b) They are organized into two groups and are matrilineal  
c) Their homeland means in their language “islands of the people” 
d) The system of disc numbers was introduced amongst the Haida communities 
 
69. Which practices are NOT part of Cree traditions: 

a) powwow  b) potlatch c) sun dance d) sweatlodge 

70. The principal legislation through which the federal government manages a variety of issues 
concerning Indigenous affairs is called: 

a) Indian Status  b) Indian Treaties  c) Indian Act   d) Land claim 
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71. Head taxes were enacted towards which group of Immigrants? 

a) Sikh  b) African c) Chinese d) Ukrainian 

72. The first Polish immigrant to Canada is: 

a) August F. Globenski  b) Izaak Helmuth c) Dominik Barcz d) Karol Blaskowitz 

73. The Underground Railroad was: 

a) A railroad connecting the USA with Canada 
b) A railroad which had tracks running underground used for mining. 
c) A network of secret routes used by African-American slaves to escape to freedom, including Canada 
d) A network of secret routes used by First Nations to run away from residential schools. 

74. The most widely spoken South Asian language in Canada is: 

a) Hindi b) Tamil c) Punjabi d) Bengali 

75. John Porter’s book on “vertical mosaic” offers: 

a) criticism of the class privilege of British and the marginalization of ethnic groups 
b) a typology of minority rights 
c) a fusion of horizons 
d) a discussion on how Canada can benefit from the cultural diversity of its various ethnic groups 
 
76. The Multiculturalism Policy was introduced by  

a) Brian Mulroney b) John Murray Gibbon  c) Pierre Trudeau d) Will Kymlicka 

77. The Point system, introduced in the late 1960s: 

a) was a system for determining the desirability of individuals applying to immigrate to Canada. 
b) used the Comprehensive Ranking System (CRS) to rank and select individuals who are eligible to 
immigrate to Canada under the federal economic immigration program. 
c) gave preference to the admission of independent, skilled and immediately employable immigrants. 
d) did not grant admission together with the candidate’s spouse and dependent children. 
 
78. The first generation of immigrants from Japan is called: 

a) Issei  b) Sansei c) Nisei  d) Gosei 

79. Which Canadian province was previously known as the “post stamp province”? 
 

a) Ontario   b) New Brunswick  c) Nova Scotia  d)Manitoba 
 

80. What is Canada’s largest national park? 
 

a) Wood Buffalo National Park    b) Jasper National Park  c) Yoho National Park  
d) Mount Revelstoke National Park 
 
81. Which Canadian city is characterized by the largest proportion of Chinese-Canadian residents? 

 
a) Toronto   b) Montreal  c) Richmond   d) Surrey 

 
82. Name the four original provinces of the Confederation (formally the Dominion of Canada): 

 
a) Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Ontario, Newfoundland and Labrador 
b) Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick 
c) Nova Scotia, Ontario, Alberta, Saskatchewan, 
d) British Columbia, Nova Scotia, Ontario, New Brunswick 
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83. Who is considered to be Canada’s greatest soldier? 
 

a) Arthur Currie   b) Edward Cornwallis  c) James Wolfe  d) Richard Montgomery 
 

84. Who assigned Canada’s national colours in 1921? 
 

a) Sir George-Etienne Cartier   b) King George V   c) Queen Victoria  d) Louis Riel 
 

85. Where did the SS Komagata Maru, a Japanese steamship carrying mainly Sikh passengers 
attempting to emigrate to Canada in 1914, arrive? 

 
a) Victoria   b) Port McNeill   c) Nanaimo   d) Vancouver 

 
86. What was the largest strike in Canadian history with 30,000 workers leaving their jobs? 

 
a) Winnipeg General Strike of 1919   
b) Ford Strike of 1945   
c) CN Rail Strike of 2009              
d) Inco Strike of 1978 

 
87. During the First World War, more than 3,000 nurses served in the Royal Canadian Army Medical 

corps and they were nicknamed: 
 

a) War Brides    b) White Doves   c) Bluebirds   d) Habitants 
 

88. The Stanley Cup, which is the championship trophy awarded annually to the National Hockey 
League (NHL) playoff winner, was first awarded to: 

 
a) Montreal Canadiens   b) Edmonton Oilers  c) Montreal AAA   d) Ottawa Generals 

 
89. What is the mandatory retirement age for federally-appointed judges in Canada? 

 
a) 65     b) 75     c) 63     d)61 

 
90. What does the Canadian Senate do? 

 
a) It challenges government policies   
b) It chooses the Cabinet Ministers 
c) It approves legislation before it becomes law   
d) It proposes and passes laws 

 
91. Name the first woman, awarded the Order of Military Merit in 2017, to command a Canadian 

warship: 
 
a) Josee Kurtz    b) Julie Payette   c)Eva Ariak     d) Chrystia Freeland 

 
92. An electoral district in Canada is also known as: 

 
a) Riding     b) Caucus     c)ROC      d) Have province 

 
93. Who is the current Leader of the New Democratic Party of Canada? 

 
a) Andrew Scheer    b) Jean Chretien   c)Yves-Francois Blanchet  d) Jagmeet Singh 

 
VIII. Answer the following questions. 

94.  In 2005 Julia Kwan directed the film “Eve & the Fire Horse.”  Is this film a documentary or a 
feature film with magic elements?  
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
95. What is the major form / genre of early film productions in Canada?    

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
96. What is the name of the first Inuktitut-language feature film ever made, directed by Zacharias 

Kunuk?  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

97. What is the name of the Canadian female Vancouver artist (1871-1945) who painted on themes 
related to the Indigenous people of the Pacific Northwest? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

98. What is Wayne Gretzky famous for? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

99. Give the name of the pilot of Polish background who was the appointed Chief Development test 
pilot of the CF-105 Avro Arrow program in Canada: 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..    

100. Which Canadian island functions as a background for Lucy Maud Montgomery’s Ann of Green 
Gables?   ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

101. The abbreviation MMIWG stands for: 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

102. What are the three categories of Indigenous peoples according to the Canadian government? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

103. The highest representative body for aboriginal interests in Canada is called: 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

104. Which South Asian ethnic group does Jagmeet Singh, the leader of the New Democratic Party 
in Canada, represent? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

105. Name the four provinces of Canada where the first two waves of immigrants from Poland 
settled: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

106. Name the smallest Canadian Province: ………………………………………………………………………………. 
107. What does the term Alberta Clippers refer to? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

108. What was the historical difference between a Canadian territory and province? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

109. Why did Prime Minister Macdonald establish the North West Mounted Police (NWMP) in  
1873?  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

110. Name the two levels of courts in Canada: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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